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“Readiness Report, 1 April 1959” by Headquarters 4950th Test Group (N)

Kfrtland MB, New Mexico

T~e prelli.ceis quoted from here “This report has been assembled in order ‘.,

that units subordinate to the 4950th will have an appreciation of the ~
T3 !

state of Readiness of the group to carry out its nuclear Cesc support : -2:
~~ssion during the present period of nuCiear ~es~ s’~sPension”

guidance has been received

A’Lecentlyg .% ‘$’” ~

through channels which states in part: “NO ~ “
...

&: g ,? \
actions are to be consummated which TJOUK jea?ardize or reduce Che Air - ,..
Force capability for continums develop~.ent and subsequent tcstin$ $ ~ ‘J “L ;f+- \ \
immediately following th,e termination of any test moratorium. Special ~ ~ ~ + ‘.+.’ \
care must be applied to prevent any degradation of capabilLry in areas -Y ~ +-. ~~

of planning, programrdns, personnel and ocher sz?porting activities.” * ;; r

The report indicates plac~ing and trainin~ progress being Cade zs ~“ell .. ~’ ~
“*..< & -

as certaia deficiencies azd problem areas considered to exist.q It :.. Q.a

further notes that such Readiness reports are pianr.ea to be issued
from time to time probably on a quarrerly ‘basis. The letter sited above .“. :

that directed the stzte of readiness to be ~.aintained is noted as being .,

Headquarters ARDC, RDSTE-12-2-6-E, 12 Feb 59.

The rest of the report notes the operation cornitments of the 495Cth.
The major one of these seems to be su?port of zir sa=?lir.g missions

with B-57 aircraft. Also, they are preparing doccnentzcioz for air
support of nuclear tests at NTS and EneWitok prOving ~ro~~ld ir. tune event

that such would “begin again. Also, 4950th has ztcached the xaxe Ezrly Bird

to a planned operation consisting of appraxi~ately eight SF.OCS OXTSY 2
short duration test series in the event the cuzlear ~-e~pons testing r.ora–
torium is ended. It is noted that tk,e AEC has recormer.cledthat such test-

ing be resumed in the event that t~si moratorium ends. Task Force Sever.

is envisioned as being the organization thaz ~Tould support such cestirg.

In the specific area of Sampler Aircraft it is stated “Sampler Aircraft
requirements for the next foreseeable full-s tale zest series tocalieti twelve

B-57 B’s and four B-57 D’s. As ?reviously st~tec!, this unit’s present anti
projected aircraft invcvatory is eight B-57 B;s and two E-57 C’s. The C’s

will not be converted to Sar.pier configuration; the D’s will be o’otaiced

from Strategic Air Comnand. Lead time to modify B aircraft to Sampler con-

figuration is five months. This five months does not include assi~nnent
and transfer negotiation time.”

April 1959:



Correspondence between Teller and Bradbury in April of 59 i,sof interest since Lf
it has to do with the labs’ roles during the moratorium and feelings about needs for

future testing. The letter from Teller to Bradbury is not here, but it is No. By-59-35?

dated 23 Mar. 59. Among other things, Teller noted that within a period of some months,

he feels the AEC labs will find themselves where they may be allowed, either by treaty

or by unilateral declaration, to carry out tests underground or in outerspace. Perhaps

the letter was asking for some sort of a joint push by the two labs to Washington to

advocate these methods of testing and perhaps get more support in preparing. Bradbury’s

reply on 16 Apr. notes that LASL is not in general as enthusiastic as Livermore as to

the possibilities of underground diagnostics and that generally the LASL opinion is that,

since outerspace or underground testing will be slower and more costly, this will

probably mean that shots will be harder to justify. Bradbury declines to take any

active position or seek support along these lines expressing the feeling that the

Geneva negotiations, among other things, have events pretty much out of the labs hands.

He further feels that attempting to come up

a formidable and possibly hopeless task and

concludes: “Isn’t it certain that whatever

with an agreeable joint statement would be

doesn’t feel it is worth the effort. He

decisions are reached in Geneva (or

unilaterally) that the labs will pull in there belts and do their best to do the most

important things under whatever set of circumstances are allowed? I’m afraid that

I’m sufficiently impressed by the present status of the national atomic weapon picture

that I doubt if the world will come to an end no matter how the Geneva affair finally

goes. What may be a harder problem may be th”e matter of getting firm support in

important research areas that will enable to keep our laboratories vigorous national

assets as well as enab~- us to continue our various weapons responsibilities in an

effectively and technics
9

sound manner.”



Memoranda beginning in Dec. of 1958, shortly after the mor.atoriuxubcG.an,

indicate that,JTF-7 personnel arc investigating with the Navy support personnel, :1

the possibility of utilizin~ LSD ships containing LCU barge type ships for

conducting an open sca test operation. Apparently the LCU’S would contain

the dcviccs or at least the targets and would be Carried to open sea using

the LSD. Further correspondence indicates that the Navy was planning to “

tranSfer six LCU’S to the col~ander of Task Group 7.3 per correspondence in

Feb. 59. Al.so correspondence in Apr. 59 indicates the feasibility studies
—. .—.

being done which would allolt the gun mounts on the LSD type ships to be used

fn conjunction with the Mark 56 radar on the LSD to aim various types Of

“ diagnostic instrumentation equipment at the LCU at the time of detonation

for open seas testing and”diagnost-ic coverage.

Apr. 59 correspondence indicates mee-lings and planning going on to put. -> . ------

Meeting

AEC High Altitude objectives together with DoD

technical planning.

#63, 9-11 April 1959:
~- “““-- “--

At this meeting, AFSWP, and Frank Shelton

briefing on the project FIi~SP. .4s a xnatter of

had originated in the fallfollowing the LUCKY

jl
I1

I

I

- I
and do coordinated FQ. I

in particular: gave a

background, the program /Vll

DRAGON incident in

fallout

1954. The request then that Al?SWP st-:.~::ac~ ~~aluate the/problem

resulted in the research program to define and delineate the stratospheric

reservoir of fission debris (HASP) early in 1956. Details of this

program and the technical results, although the conclusions are not

agreed to by various agencies, are contained in the discussion in these

minutes.

.



A 10 April &essage from Starbird, probably documented elsewhere, addresses the Lf

Livermore Vortex Program, which will presently be justified on the basis of non-critical ~

experiments.

7. AJO April

I

1959 memorandumto people such as Graves and Ogle from Task.-. ..-*

Group 7.1 and specifically James Avery discusses some of the background

for the open sea operation. The concept ba~ically would utilize a landing
FK

ship dock (LSD) Ianding craft utility, (LCU) combination. The LCU would

support the device at the selected zero site and would be transported by

and launched from the LSD. The LSD offers the capability to mount certain

types of sensors on its gunmounts etc. Further noted in this memo is the

.
● desired inclusion of ships such as destroyers to be placed within the open FK

:

sea operation to carrv various other sensors and radar.

I



br&A 4 A rll ~ from Stewart of DMA to the labs etc. addresses the upcoming
or the President’s Scientific Advisory Comunittee. Subject of

the briefing is current plans for possible resumption of testing. There
fOl[OWS lis+s of devices to be tested at NTS and also to be tested either c
at *he EPG or over open seas. He requests LASL and Livermore comments as
well as response times for the various tests that might be more-than 90
days away.

A TWX from Bradbury to John McCone, AEC Chairman on 15 April addresses
the question of laboratory morale and discusses where some of the labor-
atory effort might be redirected during the moratorium. (Criticizes
present uncertainty and states positive decision even for programs other
than testing would be beTter. )

Documentation in this time period addresses +he terms of the Geneva nego-
tiations, definitions cf various prcpcsals being put forth there and notes
and discusses some of the questions of cetection of various levels of
nuciear detonations underground.

On 15 April, 1959, Bob Newman wrote a letter to Jim Reeves on “alternate full
~..- - .*

:ale unde~round shot locations and facilities,” The proposal is for four sites
tip

F two types (tunnels and holes) of containment facilities on RATNIER Mesa within

“wOUIfieSof paSt Livermore shots, if Area 3 iS p~claimed to be unsai’e from the

tandpoint of g?mund water contamination. Newman says that the Mesa is believed

D be the only presently developed and/or available area within the ITI’Swhich

eets all criteria. The proposal. is for four shot points at a two thousa.adfoot

pacing for tunnel portals or four shot points at 1500 feet spacing for vertical

oles with a minimum cover of 1000 feetj known media , no contamination permissible

n gnund water at producing water wells, end reasonably

tilities as “Jellas reasonable access. He goes into the

he tunnels and holes proposed with an accompanyingmap as

near existing roads and

details of locations of

well as specific

roblems in access, power provision, telephone lines, etc.

we been taken into account in the design in a preliminary

nd further diagnostics would have a significant impact. A

Only ALPHA measurements

way of these facilities

rough estimate of the

ost for developing the four tunnels is $7,000,00~d for the four holes is

3,000,000. He emph-izes, above all, that LASL prefers to operate in AIWA

ause of the ease and economy of construction and operations and the readily

~ilable facilities, roads, etc. Finally, he requests that design, necessar-y

3

site

W.es, and cost studies be initiated immediately for the tunnels and holes on



4 /.

A 1~ April letter from the 4951st Comrnandcr (Col. Stcin]crauss) to the
-—

Corx&iander of the 4950th, notes several problems at Eniwctolc and their

status. The Army personnel reduction which seems to bc questionable

is to whether it exists and the Navy personnel reduction which is down to

. figure of 40 or 50 are noted. The activity of PMR i-nthe Eniwctok area
.

0 install a hydrophonc net is noted and the fact that the 4951st seems to

ave reached a pretty good point in numbers of personnel as to having

nough to do but not too much is noted. .

Correspondence over the next few mo~ths makes it quite clear that separate
AEC and DoD thinking is aevelcaing diverse ideas of what high altitude’s
effects programs night look like. lle DoD planning effort seems to be
centered in NSKP, the forerunner of D.lSA. The first r,ec:ings akdrcss!r,g
coordinating these efforts took place in ni,dz,ip.ril59. From this tine
on planning OR the AEC side sceiiiedto be &ce” jointly 5et,;een Saniia a~d

.— —
4$7

LASL and the code nme for the CORY,iztee xas BUZZE.R znc! it ~<as chz~:ed by
Tiischek of L.4SL. Note that there is reference to the past accoriplisi?nertts

in planning for such tesxing by a Panofsky panel. -
. .. —.

.-. .. . .. ... . . ..- ------ .

e. =+~~ .,=---*fl~*fl~ _

L3/NCL-C. ~ilcs/Buddy Yal)iku

ccotash” Folder

. .

\~:. 59-NclnoCO1’IJ4455 by v. Wllcclcr (1.~)addl-csscs plat]ninz for di;l~llos~ics

:riwcncs for o]lc-poillcsafety Lcsts. NO }XNTION 01: SUCCO”l’ASll.
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Several letters specifically on the testing program were written in the ~

next few months by the Director or Gerry Johnson. The first of these on 16 April
—~

59 from Teller to Starbird followed a nessage from Starbird on 13 April that
~—-

gave some guidance on the funding and preparedness limitations due to plans for

no tests in FY 60 but limited readiness capability. Teller sets forth a test

program that Livermore would like to see pursued if testing could be resumed

in the summer or fall of 59 and would take testing up thru Sept. 1960. In

tabular form is presented those weapons developments shots as well as some

Plowshare and detection shots which Livermore would wish to do with the site

and device ready dates ranging from the 1st of June and fall for the devices thru

1960 and into 1961 in some cases. Over a dozen weapon development tests are

specifically shown. After discussing at length the known geology of the NTS and

the containment rules felt to be conservative (550 W

in tuff and 600 W to the l/3rd or O,point separation

several tables of specific devices with the proposed

for necessary construction to meet certain readiness

to the l/3rd or over-burden

in neighboring tunnels),

tunnel site and the schedules

dates accompany a detailed

drawing of the configuration of the tunnels in Nevada to meet this list of some

dozen and a half safety and full-scale weapons test. Noting that some immediate

authorization for construction at the NTS would be needed to meet these schedules,

Teller concludes, “As mentioned in the first paragraph, our suggested program

is predicated on a change in these assumptions (limited funding and preparedness),

and we would propose acting on it only in case the probabilities have altered

so that those assumptions can be changed. It is an accepted fact that underground

can be hidden. Considering that the U.S. has now made a proposal at Geneva which

would allow underground

demonstrate that we are

tunnel program now.”

tests for the

serious about

time being, it seems appropriate to LRL to

underground testii~g by undertaking such a

.



Here iS a 1~ ..?ril19 9 message from Ken >treet 01 Llvermore co Uolonci JL(3W&LI-L

f

of DIufA WL,, refers to a 16 April 1959 plan from Livermore for a proposed
dz

undergro(ir ‘st program through about 1 September 1960. After presenting a

listof mar~~ .~ts addressed to either detection research or weapons development

with read “r “‘S any time from June of 1959 into 1961, and noting that the proposal

“covers ~1’‘S ~ the same objectives as yours in the weapons development shots

but diffcr - ‘tantiallyin the exploratory shots, “ Street states “The Laboratory
●III”

believes } s ‘1OUS90-day readiness produces extensive wasted effort and funds,

and will ,“ “ “ end lead to hurried and inefficienttesting. Furthermore ,we

believe t.?~I ““-aUse of the international situation, it is very unlikely that w-c will

be permitted to test in the atmosphere in the near future; and therefore, that

the most probable form

later, in space. We do

of test resumption will be underground, and somewhat

not feel that being excluded from the atmosphere will

severely hamper weapons development although there will be some delays in

getting started on tests in the larger sizes. Therefore, we strongly recommend

that plans be made for orderly and essentially continuous underground tests

as proposed in our plan and that tests in space be considered starting 12 to

18 months from now. “ He then gives specific comments on the tests proposed

by 13MA for underground and also, in the atmospheric regime, states “Assuming

an unlikely EPG or ocean program, we do not believe that we can be ready in

less than 6 months to do any more than very urgent “quick and dirty” tests. “

The finalparagraph refers to specific DMA questions and states: “Sufficient

diagnostics couId probably be obtained in open ocean testing for all of the shots

listed using the same techniques used at Bikini during H:-.rdtack. However, some

important diagnostic measurement could not be accomplished. Shots in the upper

atmosphere can be performed but only very rough diagnostic data could bc obtained

next spring. In about

wculdbc developed. “

18 months we expect that acceptable measurement techniques

I
‘1
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*

*

In a TWX dated 17 April 1959 from !3radbury to Starbirct, LASL responds to .

the 14 April requesT frcrn C!JA for specifics on LASL shot dates and shot “

requirements and desires. Listed here are about a dozen proposed tests

for the NTS, zbou? 8 or 9 of which ere stated as being able TO be fieltied

within 3 months. Also there are d specific tests listed as desired at
EPG or somewhere in th,e Pecific, 31[ but 2 of which are listed as zti!e

to be done within 5 mcnths. Furiner, in The TexT ThaT goes with TheS5

lists is the mention that, subject to the availability of missiles and
prior full-scale tests for calibration purpcses, the Eniwetok tests could

be considered for hi~h altitude testing.

A !7 April TRX from Starblrd to Harold Brown- -r-—
at Livermore and Carscn !4erk

aflASL documents the feet that Al Graves an~ a man named Co!g?.:e are

both presently in Geneva. The messzge cont~ins- for th,e consideration

and comment of the laboratories a proposed treaty eppl ic.eble to tne
atmospheric and underwater alternative pre?ersd by tne U. S. delegation.

The extracts from the text point OU: ,that phsse II of this treety shall
consist of the extension of the detection and moni tori rig system TO cover

underground arid high altituae tests as later decided.

20 April 1959, J-3 Report: Further activities in the weac)ons
~————————

effects test planning and evaluation area

aspects of overseas operations. Eob Snure

working with the Navy to access flhe suitab

nclude studies of various

of ibis group has been

liiy of the Mark 56 Radar

.
and fire control system as a camera platform for test diagnosi-its;

results of the tests are that the system seems to be satisfactory for

distances up to about 14 nau-tical miles {or a camera Lorrowcd from

EG&G . .

.

c

I



As the joint committee to study the future testing organization and the EPG

is being discussed and the terms which they are to address set up under DMA, JTF-7,

and AFSWP in the first half of 1959, the two sub-committees were appointed and their

tasks laid on them. The first, which has been mentioned numerous times, is the

Jeffrey Sub-committee and the Sub-committee No. 2 is chaired by Col. Jack Ledford of H

DASA, with the JTF-7 member Lt. Col. Phillip Loveless and the AEC member Lt. Col.

Frank O’Brien. This committee is to address the “Shoot-When-Ready” concept and the

termt{when ready’{is defined as the capability whereby a facility can be made operational

in a time period consistent with the development and effects testing cycles.

Here are the minutes of the AFSWP instrumentation conference on Operation

Willow-ABlrlA,held at Huntsville on 21-22 April 1959. The discussion certainly did -T !
JR

address the use of Redstone missiles with pods for

Here is a report of a meeting in Huntsville,

Washington and other agencies representated, such

the Willow test.

Alabama with the Army and various

TR
as AFSWP, held on 21 and 22 April.

--J

1959. The meeting addressed the use of the Redstone missile in the future for high

altitude nuclear tests and design of such things as pods, telemetry, control, etc.

we conclusions XXR include the fact that each missile will be equipped with from

6 to 8 pods each of which will have telemetry transmitters. Whether this design

and construction actually took place, I don’t know.

I

1



: There is a fair amount of discussion inu~~ri~ concerning the text of the
proposed atmospheric and under-water treu~; end, due to the interest in

“Plowshare at the sane time, some questions are focusing on the I imita-
tions to the Plowshare program caused by the treaty as presently being
drafted. One particular T’t/X dated 22 Apri I from Harold Brown to
St’arbird points out the problems in being allowed to do the most obvious
peaceful shots (for craterincj) and hcw this would impact the proposed

requirement to test only underground where the inference is that these
would have to be contained.

Reference to a letter from Sandia to Starbird, Info. Bradbury, on 23
_..

~.pni.(.y.hich is filed in 310.I - Upper Atmospheric Physics Group. The p

letter summarizes the concept, objectives and broad technical parameters “-”----J
of AEC participation in the high altitude tests.

Among the numerous pieces of correspondence dealing with the text and

details of The treaties being Tabled am negotiated aT Geneva, There is
discussion of an article covering peaceful uses of nuclear ae~QnatiGns~

i.e., Plowshare, eTc. One such piece of corresc~ndence notes tnat tnere m

might be peaceful detonations given certain conditions, one of which is th,e

party intending, to detonate The cevice, provide the AEC at least 4 mont~s
in advance with the date, the place, purpose, expec~ed yield, measures o
be taken to be sure that there will be no substantial fallout, eTc.

.



Meeting #1496, 23 April 59:
—- --””— fy(~

- In executive session, several items hating to do with weapons testing were

discussed. McCone reported that that day he attended a meeting with

Killian of the White House, Deputy Secretary of Defense Quarles, and

Starbird, and agreement h+d been reached on various studies to be

unclertaken by various government departments in connection with weapons

testing and test detection. The AEC would cooperate in a number of these

and would be primarily responsible for the follo~ving:“the Berkner panel

recommendation relative to undertaking an experimental test program

to determine the perimeters of detection and concealment; determination

of tie feasibility, practica-:>ility,costs and timing of underground tests;

and determination of problems of conducting tests in the atmosphere, but

above the limit of detection by the Geneva system, and of establishing any

limitation of altitude in view of fallout.“ McCone said that the AEC and ,

the DOD would jointly try to establish test requirements.

McCone said that Killian requested the Commissions views on declassifying

the Argus experiment and he asked for a staff reply promptly.

The problem of increasing weapon complexity was discussed and Lucdcke

said he would consider

As for futurewe apons

view at the conference

weapons tests that are

but have only marginal

a possible laboratory study of this aspect.

tests, McCone said that “he had expressed the

that there is a need for ciistinguishing bet~$ee:~
,. <

absolutely essential and those w’~ich are desirable.

importance . As an examp [e, he said at a request

by the DOD for a 20 kiloton weapon with a plus or minus factor of two

kilotons. Such a weapon would require several test detonations to perfect.

On the other hand, the laborato Ties now can develop a 20 kiloton weapon

with a plus or minus factor of 5 kilotons without conducting any test

detonations. “

1
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8. A cross referenced message dated 24 April 1959 from Hertford to Lt. Col.

*

JOsephson, Headquarters AEC, Col. T

and ~. D. Glbbins, Livermore, is fi

notes that the Lab requirements for

Jeffrey, JTF-7, Duncan Curry, LASL,

ed fn “353.4 Planning” folder and

the Hawaiian support for an open sea

operation have been received by ALO and a meeting is pianned for II May

There is reference here to a TWX from Starbird to Hertford. 9radburv and
others dated 2423042 @4~il .195%and fi led uilder “201 ?anofsky”. The
message lists certain studies related to testing and test detection.

A 27AprJ.Lsnemo from Froman to MacDagall on the selection of priority of
tests presen+s the possible devices and priority order for a pcssible re-
sumption of testing bc+h aT +he )47S and at EPG or overseas. tie asks
MacDougali (with i%!C) to determine tne order of priority of the LASL-
sponsored tests in fhe ~tio types of serie~ underground and above Sround.

27 April 1959, J-6 Report: A variety of efforts continue surrounding
0-.0=---”=- “-—

the overseas and EPG weaponx test capability. The criteria for LCU and

LSDls for an overseas open

feasibility study of subst

Design, engineering, insta

are *nxRK in var’

IBM building air

locations were p

sea operation continue to be detailed. A

futcs for shot barges is being kiritten up.

la-tion, etc. of various systems for the EPG

By
ous stages of completion, such as modifications to the

conditioning systems:- 20%. As for NTS activities

eked for 4 1000-foot deep holes and 4 tunnels to

contain IO kilotons in Rainier Mesa with rough cost estimates made

of 3 and 7 million doiiars respectively and H&N has been instructed

by the AEC to proceed with a study of the Rainier facilities for

LASL . Furl-her design of a mobiie aipha station to serve either tunneis

or holes in Rainier Mesa or [[00 foot deep holes in area 3 is proceeding

after H&N reported that such a station is feasible. Onc of the new .,; . .

500 foot safely holes In area 3 has been drilled and cased and kh~ a -
?
t

second l~o[c has been dri I icd. Various other activities at NTS such

modlflcallon of IIIC area 7 bailoon launching sy~tcm arc in various

stages of completion.
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* A TWX dated 29 Apri J_from Te I Ier to %radbury summarizes Livermorels
evaluation o~~e~urrent status of Rec!chem “sampling and analysis as

applied to underground testirtg. I will quote the last paragraph since
It seems to have some useful thcughts: “In summary, we have satisfac-
tory results by core sampling on *he sho?s above a ki Ioton and some
doubtful results 5Gsad on instifficient GApGI ICLIQ= CiI 7kIe QUI= sa~plifig-. .- - - : - -- - ----

of shots in the neighborhood of 100 tons. Convsrssly the vacuum pipe

technique is reliable for tb,ese latter shots, whereas it is in an un-
proven state for *he shots zbove’ a“ kiloT2n. Cne should nets as a c

restriction that our present ccQrse sampling techniques depend on

plutonium as a tracer and that new techniques wi II have to be developed

in case plutonium is absent.”

A_30-Ap_rij-memo from McDougall to Sradbury gives the shot priority I ists
arrived at by a group of lab personnel (!4ac20ugall, ~all, Mark, Agnew,
Ogle, and Roy) including a list for high yield devices, a list fcr smaller

yield devices, and also a list of those desired for one-point tests.

.

29April 1959, J-10 Report: Don Westervelt has cmnpleted a
—

report on the subject of air flourescense and detection of explosions M

in space, presumably addressed to the V&la Program at this time. -.

.—

....

r

I

1

—

a

k —
He also has made calculations of energy deposition, time resolved

fiourescense brightness, and initial x-ray fireball brightness for

an explosion at 105 kilometers, one of the proposed altitudes for

operation Willow. I believe this is a series of high alfl-itudc tests

being proposed by the military.

The following will be some notes from monthly activity reports originated 7P

by 7.2 and

report, in

created by

recreation

w-

begun covering the month of April 1959 throuth August 1959. This first
.

April, states “Morale remains excellent notwithstanding the uncertainties

the proposed reorganization. Command emphsis on job participation and

activities effectively counter-act the effects of uncertainty.”
I

Reorganization planning was a concentrated effort in all activities,.directed toward

maintaining high standards with a reduction in scope necessitated by the ncw

proposed strength of lCSS than 400. Note that Mr. P. Ryan was the resident manager

for ll&Nat this time.

1
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Meeting #1499.’29 April 59:
—.

McCone read to the Commissioners a draft letter which Eisenhower intended

to send to Khrushchev; Starbird recommended certain changes pertaining

to inspections and the new scientific data now available. The Commission

then approved the suggested changes and McCone requested Star bird to

discuss this with Farley of the State Department.

Note that on or just before 8 May 59 Deputy Secretary of Defense Quarles

died.

Ogle’s feelings on the proposed Seismic program were sent to Bradbuny in

*r 2“
memo on 29 April which stated that LASL is indeed interested in doing a little of

e. NP :
Le work on some bf the subjects that is planning to investigate, such as

?coupling,but suggests that we inform Starbiti that we csnnot incorporate our needs

~runderground events in this program and still be consistent with the !.
i

:quirements. Bradbury ’s‘-letterto Starbird on the subject on 1 WY shated “ the

teds of are of such a nature that it does not seem possible to combine any

d3L shots which are primarily for experimental, diagnostic, or stockpile purposes

;th them. Presumably, like all effects experiments they will demand a weapon

wriously tested and of known yield. This of course is diametrically opposed in

Laracter to an experimental weapons test. “



A7-though?anofsky IS anxious to get the ~anel’s

.eevidence is that the panel went on meeting since
-e

repoit completed in mid+larch,

they had a meeting in Dr.
b-

llisnts office on 1 May: at which Livennore and LASL were in attendance. Lc
—— --

)parently,Westexvelt was the only LA.SLattendee and his brief summary of the

,udies to be done as a result of this mebting are as follows : “1. Repeat typicel

L calculation of the effect of shields on x-ray yield and source temperature

\ethescepticsl), D. Woods (no deadline). 2. Review fluorescence detection

%temj making effort to simplify hardware, and estimate cost(P-1 and Westezvelt ).

Clear up some details and

xnber of stations. Results

summarize capabilities of system as a function of the

to Panofs@ du.t%g week of 18 May.”

1’

J



HQXW are some notes fmrn a meeting held on 5, 6, and 7 May 59 at iieadquarters
—---—- --—--.~

3: to address the q~est~ons of underground and high sltitude tests. A capy of
/+/ p

liS SRD document is in our file so that all the details of these meeti%~s can be
.+”J

~ferred to. The study was undertaken by joint agreement between McCone, Secretary
.,.

f Defense Quarles, and Killian of the White House staff. The discussions were

ttended by high level personnel from the thre~ Lab.~v~;’”.’~+s@ ALO and several

@h level DOD personnel. Attendees included Starbirti,?3radbury,fiall,Ogle, F!ar!c,

eller, Johnson, Foster, Herbst, Fowlerj Shuster, Hurtford, %eves, Loper, Admiral

arker, and others. A program was outlined to attain in general two t~es of’

b~ectlves: specific weapons developments applied to specific military weapons

ystems, such as ATLAS, SUBROC, NIKI-ZEUS, an? PERSiiING; and tests adc!ressed to

reas of significant military vslue which can be investigated and possibly be

eveloped, such as a warhead which can have 10CKT in 100 lbs., warheatiswith

nhanced kill effects from various types of radiation, etc. The progran assumed

umed out to be one of dourteen underground tests plus safety tests ta begin on

November 59 and proceed through 1 September 1$60. Not coincidentally, 1 November

9 is the first day after the end of the one year test moratorium. Tais proCram is

ased on the following assumptions: that testing will be only unae~mund, that

hey would address only programs that might benefit materially the National posture

nd fit into one of the two cate~ories above, snd that the scale of tcsti.ngwould be

apable of being carried out at reasonable cost with existing clevclopmental effort

nd could be continued over severaL ycar~. Di~nostics will be as a min!mum, ALP!I.A

nd Yield and, since there is not a great deal or expt~ric~]cein unde~rounfi

i~nostics,much is expected to be developed in thi~ period and numel~us mca~urcments

“ill be attempted. As to the feasibility of doing alL ttlcsctests, it is not that

Ju2re i~ presently and AEC panel of consultnnt~ adclrcs~itqjttlt:question 01.ti~chtihest

.

..
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.eldsafe for NTS, but the answer is expected to be at least forty kilotons.

i the basis of

; is felt tlfiat

.anning on the

the-panel’s conclusion and recommendations for further studies,

substanti,nllyhigher yield devices would not be reasonable for

time scale beixg considered and therefore the shot list limits

Lmost eve@hing to 40KT. Two shots, which might exceed this, are shown as

ither full scale or a reduced mock-up. The specific locations for each shot

re laid out which include for Livennore three locations in tunnel B, four

ocations in tunnel E, and three locations in tunnel G; for I.ASL,four new

unnels (L,M,N, and O) and one vertical hole in Area 3; as well as several

unnels and holes in Area 3 for both Labs fotrsafety experiments. Also

m the list are some granite and

Imgram. Some of the Livennore

“n work, or funded, whereas only

marble holes for the Seismic detection

tunnel locations are slready completed,

the LASL safety holes have been funded or

:ompleted. Thus, the overall budget to complete all tlnesesites includes a

mtd of $52,000,000 through FY-60, of which ebout half has been flxdeti or

mdgeted to date. Alternate locations are being looked into for yields

~eyond those anticipated as reasonable for the JN’TS.One of the conclusions

IS that a series can be mounted for undergroimd testing that wi>l be botn

feasible and reasonable in cost, and will give sufficient diagnostic

information to advance most of the specific weapons

areas of investigation laid out at the beginning of

the list of shots includes JERICHO, i<tiichis funded

developments and

the study. Note that

by the DOD. T’nc final

conc~lusion is “unde~xuund testing is, of course, more difficdtj more

expensive, and may result in less diagnostic in~amation than mi~ht be

desired or obtained under previous conditions df Lcsting.”

The same

Test ProGrm,

First of all,

group also addressed the question of a Joint l{i~liAltituf.lc

to tc~t above the dctectioa limits of’ the &ncvn sy~tcm.

a llst of tho~c tests which ml~tit bv (icsirablc; ill LIIC n(’ar
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ure for the AEC and which can’t be done underground was laid out and this came

with eight devices(four for each Laboratory) . Thesee shots were addressed in two

ways. Fmm the first standpoint, desiring to test everything within two years,

the only carrier planned on is the modified XZDSTOiiEwhich can carry these

devicee to a five-hundred to one thousand kilometer altitude and would be ready

to perform any of the tests by August of 1960. The second approach taken would be

to perform the tests at altitudes of 100,OOO kilometers or more as suggested by

the Panofsky committee of the PSAC.

boosters (CENTAUR, ATLAS, VEGA, AND

readiness ranging from late 1960 to

TO attain this altitude, four different

SAT”~) are all to be used with dates of

as late as 65 for the SATUTW. lli~cnostics,

which are being worketiout h detail by Sandia , will roughly be contained within

detachable pods carried aloft with the ‘Jatieai, and ground based as veil as

rocket bourne diagnostic instrumentation is planned. The DOD is preparing an

appendix to address the various missles. In the low altitude (five hundred to

one thousand kilometer) rsnge, three specific problems are mentioned that must
.

be taken into consideration; electronic interference, retinal burn or ~lasht

and atomopheric fall-out.

fMlure, destruct systems,

DOD J41LLOJ ProgR3n iS ~SO

Sandia is looki~~ into the problems of missle

end associated safety devices. The status of the

noted which includes at this point six tests, fOur
.

utilizing REDSTONE, one utilizi~” the JUI’1O(JUPITER), and one a balloon shot.

The cost estimates for the AEC tests are as follows: Close-in mcLhod-185 million;

100,000 kilometer method-$320,000,000; a third utilizing an improved ATLAS in about

mid-61-$27j,000,000. All three estimates include $100,000,000 to cover the DOD

support. The COnCIUSiOnSfOr this method of testi~ hiCllLiUhtt!~enum~:.- J.’ “I ,..

}::;.(.:. require further ~tudy, such as the tremendous ~~fety CLMMillcraLiOIl:,the faCt



that only primitive diagnostics will be attained,and in general “that ‘testingat

high altitudes is much more difficult, more expensive, and may produce less

i.nfomation than is desired and obtainable under previous conditions-of testin~.”

Note that all of these notes fmrn this May meeting are preliminary and arc only

in draft fem. Also)on the fomer discussion od the underground section, of the

fourteen tests laid out for the AEC purposes, nine are Livermoee devices and only

five LASL.

r

[n a 7 May 1$’5~_mem for the JTF7 commander and the chief of AFSWP, Mr.

Quarles directs “that The sfudy be done and that the group organize i n any
Bo

way that they see f it to accompl ish their task. He refers to the past ,.

documentation just described above and in particu Iar notes that the paper

provldcd by Mr. Loper just described in the previous paragraph served as

the initiai guidance for the group. The find ings are to be reported to the

.Secretary of Defense, the AEC

consideration. He notes that

the findings prior to approva

The group 1 ists Iheir assumpt

.

Cha i rman, and the JZS Chairman for further

the armed forces poi icy counci 1 wi 1 i consider

by the Secretary of Ilefense.

ons as to the probabiiiiy of resuming various

types of testing and the degree of read i ncss warranted;

1. Contained underground lest i ng : I hi s form of Iczling has I he greatest

possibility of being pcrmitcd in Ihc future; as for readiness it is
.

.-

1
I
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believed reasonable to make a limited amount

type of testing so that it could proceed, if

delay.

2. High alt

detectab

of preparation for this
.

permitted, with minimal

tude tests higher than 50 K which is the limitation of

lity of the Geneva experts system: this form has some

probability of being permitted in the future, which is much less than

the probability of contained underground testing and that it is more

probable

preps-rat

probabil

that it will be undertaken from JI tha’n EPG; no extensive

ons for these tests are felt to be warranted due to the low

ty but the possibility is su~f”icierrtly great that investigations

and plans for this type of testing should be kept under continuous review..

3. Very small yield atmospheric tests at the NTS or elsewhere within the
●

Us.: such tests have very little probability of early resumption; any

detailed planning or preparation is not warranted.

4. “Atmospheric tests on or over the open sea or under

of testing seems to have a slightly higher probabi

water: this form

ity than atmospher c

testing at EPG but still little chance of being undertaken due to the

general opposition to atmospheric testing; sufficient planning and

Investigation is warranted for these types of tests as necessary to

prove their feasibility and address the resources required to undertake
6d-

them should not be to the extent of making any substantial

expenditure of funds or ta[ent.

5. Atmospheric tests at EPG: Early resumption of th

with limited yields has an extremely small probab

s form of test even

Iity although the

probability of such tests in the very long-range future is hard to

determine especially if there were a severe break-down in relations with

the Sovlot Union; It Is believed that the EPG should bc placed on
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maintenance stand-by status and that expenditures should be limited

on EPG to those funds necessary to prevent deterioration of essential

facilities to the

a long-term delay

to assume that af-

would be a period

would commence.

point where their replacement or repair could cause

in getting tests underway. It would appear reasonable

er receiving the authority to resume testing there

of nine to twe[ve months before extensive firings

In the section entit[ed “Facts Bearing on the Prob’lem,” significant facts

noted-include “JTF7 under current JCS directives is responsible for
.

directives for and conducting tests invol~ing nuclear weapons and devices

outside the continental U.S. When deployed in the EPG, CJTF7 has been
.

jointly responsible to the DOD and AEC and in this capacity is responsible

for the EPG and al; related activities. During the period between tests,

the EPG, except for the military support-, is a responsibility of the AEC.”

Further, the Army has programmed for the development of JI for launching

.
‘missiles for the Nike Zeus test program with jurisdiction scheduled to pass

from the Air Force to the Army on or around I January 1960. Also, it is

stated that the EPG is the most suitable land mass outside the conus for

conducting atmospheric tests. Finally, it is stated “guidance from higher

authority indicates that the closing of EPG at this time, even if desirable,

could have serious political and psychological consequences”. Also, the

heavy investments there as well as the possibility of important usage for

various other agencies is noted.

The missions and detailed responsibilities of joint task force 7 during

operation HARDTACK are detai led in Appendix B l-o enclosure F.

The 1959 agreement between the AEC and the DOD on costs and rcsponsibi lities
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forthe Pacific proving ground is included.

.

Under the section entitled “Discussion” four areas are defined as basic for

the conduct of this stwdy and they are: a) types of future tests envisioned,

b) the organization best suited to retain DOD testing capability, c) the

level of readiness to be maintained in the EPG, in terms of personnel,

equipment and facilities, and cl) the adequacy of AEC-DOD agreements pertaining

to nuclear testing.
d

It is noted that for planning for future testing,, the main tests under

consider~tion at the present time are those concerned with TRUMPET and

JERICHO at the NTS and WILLOW in EPG or JI and the open sea.

●

As for testing in various environments in the future,-’the working group
●

created a sub-committee to study a “test when ready concept”. They felt

that the two most probable testing scenarios would be completely contained

underground shots or out-of-the-atmosphere shots, missile launched from

Johnston Island, with the former presently having an existing capability

at the NTS. Based on this,the sub-committee’s efforts were directed toward

a shoot when ready concept for out of the atmosphere shots. For th

particular concept they stated the following: “This concept is def

a method of conducting nuclear tests as a requirement develops, Iim

-&

s

ned as

ted only

by the time period to prepare for-%-i-s-scientific and technical requirements

of the experiment. During the time frame considered (an eighteen month

[cad time as required for operal-ion WILLOW), the Army will have completely

reactivated Johnston Island for its Nike Zeus test program. Arrangements

can be made with the Army to support nuclear flests Iaunchcd from Johnston

Island, using the same people who would already be there for support

[

I
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for the Nike Zeus program. The only remaining requirement for a complete

shoot when ready capability would be for a test director and staff (exclusive
.

of forces from the services). Few if any task force personnel would have

to remain at Johnston island full time. Rather, as a test program, the

test director and his staff, together with the forces required, would

deploy to Johnston Island and be supported by the existing base complement

under the terms of previous agreements and proceed to conduct the tests.

Any action to implement this cqncept for testing s~ould be made on a decision

to resume testing, but consideration should be given at this time to prevent

entering” into any agreements or obligations at Johnston Island which may.
.

later preclude this concept from being implemented. ‘t

Under a discussion of the organ
●

of the DOD versus the AEC are d

conducts proof tests of weapons

.

zation for future testing the responsibilities

scussed and it is noted that where the AEC

designs they also have been responsible

generally with determining the diagnostic information for the general tests.

[t is further stated that where initially the AEC undertook substantial
.

effort to determine effects information in various environments, with time

the responsibility for effects determination had been taken over in large

part by the DOD. In relation to the new DOD responsibilities given to OA~A

it is stated that “D6A under its new charter, has the responsibility for

supervising COD atomic weapons test activities and for assisting in operational

evaluation tests o# atomic weapons systems involving nuclear detonations

and coordinating other DOD programs for investigation of atomic weapons effects.

[n supervising the conduct of full scale DOD weapons effects tests, DA$A”

has a variety of responsibi lit&hat are enumerated here.

The study committee In trying to dctcrmlnc what type of organization and

what lines of command or control best served the interests of both AEC and DOD
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considered three possible solutions to the problem. Proposal A was a

solution in which JTF7 would become a subordinate command of DfiA. Thus

during non-test periods, the Task Force would rever~ to”the control of DA$A

and liaison would be maintained with the AEC through the 13MA. Proposal B

is a second approach in which JTF7 would be assigned to DA~ for adminis-

trative support only but would be responsible to both the DOD and the AEC

at all times as in testing situations. Proposal C is a third approach

which would visualize disestablishing JTF7 and placing its functions in

existing government agencies. Under this third pldn, only a test planning

/
board composed members of field command D@4 and ALOOwould be retained.

The study group considered the three alternatives an$consic!ering the

fact that the AEC requires joint control only after the decision has been
.

made to resume testing concluded that the propo”sal A y~.ould be the most
1

efficient and acceptable organization.

?!As for manning decisions, it was recognized that TG7.I presently located
. t

at Los Alamos, would not be required during the inte~m period and therefor

it was disestablished with the military personnel returned to their

respective services and the action to be completed by 31 August !959.
*

Furthermore, headquarters JTF7 and Task Group 7.2 (at the EPG) were

‘reviewed and 7.2 is reduced from 559 to 393 and headquarters were reduced

+
56 personnel as of 14 July 1959. As the study progressed and the

possible manning figures under the three proposals were clarified, it

became clear that there would be less manpower actually required under

Proposal C than under Proposals A and f3}which would have approximately the

same requirements. It was finally determined that “in order to maintain

.
readlncss capabilities under the assumptions provided and to perform the

functions set forth in the charter for Proposals A and El, it is estimated
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that the following personnel will be required: headquarters JTF7: 77;

task group 7.2: 32; task group 7.3: 90; task group 7.4:.7; for a grand

total of 206 personnel.” These figures represent a 79% reduction in the

number of currently authorized spaces. Furthermore, the DOD NTS support

unit would be augmented by about 25 people from field command D~A. TO

facilitate obtaining any future military support required from the services,

It was determined that two permanent task groups, 7.2 and 7.4j should be

established similarly to task group 7.3, as recommended by CJTF7 in his
4

29 November 1958 letter.

As for the future status of the proving grounds, the study group determined

that the NTS was in the process of roll-up and since the AEC has the
.

responsibility for operating the NTS, no reason was foreseen to change

this arrangement, w’ithhold scheduled construction, or curtai [ mi I itary

roll-up operations. A sub-committee formed to investigate the feasibility

of phasing down the resources in the EPG to a maintenance stand-by status

came to the following major conclusions and recommendations which were

submitted to the Assistant to the Secretary of Defense (Atomic Energy)

. .
and

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

the AEC general manager:

Consolidation of base camp facilities on Eniwetok

Consolidation of AEC and DOD depots.

Moth balling facilities and equipment on PARRY Is

Recomputation of heavy construction requirements,

and associated equipment maintained in a moth bal

Island.

and.

scientific stations,

s~atus.

Boat Pool be reduced in size and the remainder stored in Pearl Harbor
.

or otherwise disposed of.

Locally based aircraft be returned.
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7. Airdome at Eniwetok must remain operational and provide for twice

weekly MATS flights. .

8. AEC contractor should assume the entire communications responsibility

In EPG.

9. No further construction in

mods on Eniwetok in consol

EPG should be undertaken except for minor

dating the base camp facilities.

10. Subject to recomputation, a total strength of 495 personnel (69 of which

would be DOD’) wi II be adequate to conduct maintenance standy-by operations.
4

Il. An apportionment of operating costs between AEC and DOD which will

ref[ect a transfer of functions and division of cost support activities
. .

. .
is appropriate.

In addition to

considered and

.

the two proving grounds the stat~s of Johnston Island was
tidi( [,A ,’~’

it W>S noted that control -%&passed from the Army to the
d

Air Force for the Nike Zeus program at the beginning of 1960. Furthermore,

“the chief DAf3A has been requested to coordinate any DOD test requirements

with the services and any other interested government agencies. in the event

it is necessary to conduct high altitude tests as proposed in WILLOW, Johnston

island wouid be the logical launching sight for any high altitude nuclea~

tests.”

The study group

three as present

for the”pac’

and a paper

agreements -

ooked at existing DOD and AEC agreements and considered only

y effective: the AEC/DOD agreement on costs and responsibility

fic proving grounds, the amendment number 1 to that agreement-,

containing the mission of JTF7. As for specific changes to these

hcy wouid be dependent upon which portions of this overall study

wore approved and implemented in whalever detail.

.
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Appendix A to the enclosure that discusses the overall report is a report

by”the sub-committee which looked at the organization for future test
.

operation based on a“test when read{)concep+. The’’test when ready’’concept

probably deserves some discussion. The sub-committee and the working group

as a whole concluded that the two most likely modes of testing and those

considered by this study would be underground and

high altitude tests and more or less disregarded

as too unlikely to consider. Furthermore, in fee

and programs and planning for underground testing

that concept for future planning, this sub-commit-

.

high altitude or very

other types of testing
...

i’ng that ”t~e ties

more or less of

ee looked on

NTS facil

took care

y at the

high altitude test requirements. Feel ing.that the extensive preparations

and large amounts of money that would be required for rocket-borne testing

.
and diagnosing and measuring effects from such ‘tests ~ould lower the number

of tests that woulcf be done by this method, the committee concluded that we

would not test in a continuous manner or in a manner where there would be

a series with a number of tests as in previous series but rather would

have a “test when ready conce pt”. It is stated that this would provide a

“flexib Ie method of operation, independent of time, scope, or place, in

which the AEC or DOD would test separate

would dictate.” The committee suggests “

on a “series operation” basis has become

surface or

recommenda-

best solut

y or jointly as the requirement

hat the traditional method of testing

obsolete and uneconomical if

atmospheric tests are out-lawed. Briefly, the committee’s

ions were that the test when ready concept be adopted as the

on to maintaining a future test capability in light of current

estimates of probabi Iiflies, that the nucleus of a test supported organization

be established on a permanent basis, that Johnston Island be specifically
- L-

designated and prepared as a ready tcst~h~ and Ihal the first mission of
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the test support organization would be *O determine in a coordinated

effort between AEC and DOD, the minimum requirements for the preparation
.

‘+, ●of JI as a ready s4-g& ~~.

Copies of the charters of the AEC, DtiA)and DASA field command are

Included here for information.

Details of the three proposals for the change in the JTF7 structure during

the moratorium are contained herein with charts of relationships between
4

the AEC and DOD and the JTF7 organization, numbers of enlisted and officer .

personne[ that would be assigned to which organization, etc. Under

‘Proposa[ A the command structure would co~{ain ~ headquartersJ JTF~with

three task groups 7.2, 7.3

Force assigned permanently
6

7.5 task group assigned as

and 7.4 representing the Army, Navy and Air

and any other task groups <uch as the AEC

necessary for planning.

.
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Here are notes on the meeting held at the AEC in Washington on ~ May 1~.~ Tfi
;

on the subject of “Technical Capability of AEC/DOD Willow High Altitude Program.”

The LASL representation was Carson Mark% and Don Westervelt and Livermore was

representated by C. Violet and O. Vance. Generally, DOD’s objectives in Willow
yll

are: energy partition as a function of yield and altitude; anti–missile kill radii;

extent, magnitude, and duration of communications-electronics interference; and

threshold for retinal burns. The general AEC objective is to calibrate a diagnostic

measurement package to develop a technique for conducting weapons development tests

outside the earth’s atmosphere up to 100,000 kilometers altitude.

$7 A 7 May meeting between the AEC and DOD is being discussed to address the

objectives of both sides for a high altitude program (Willow), including the

n
measurements that the AEC would wish to make on the effects test, the nomination

of warheads to be used, the comparability of the objectives of both sides, and the

comparability of the AEC instrumentation systems with the DOD pods and missile

systems as well as

of correspondence

future of the EPG,

the scheduling. Also , starting about this time there is plenty

on the committee and sub–committees which are addressing the

the testing organizations, etc.

A joint conference to address reqtinal burn calculations and conclusions

is to be held at LASL on the 15th of July with Hoerlin,
Latter, Lelevier, and

others in attendance.



w-’Here’s an interesting pape~/ e ore the moratorium from Doyle Northrup to Killian

e &-’t11.
on 9 May 58. 2!the letter is in reaction both to the delitfrations of the = panal ,F

/ \
:,’

~.-., -=-

to Killian looking into the possibility of monitoring a test ban as well as the

public record on administration statements and press reports on positions

such as bcthe. Northrup has been and still is trying to ei~}>l~asize
.-.

of the qualifications on the ability to detect and identify and monitor a

although he doesn’t feel that these points arc emphasized enough to

technical officials making the statements and 1 assume the hi:;hcst decisions,

He also feel that the press has oversimplified and not qualified some of Beta’s

statements about whethe~ the Russians would cheat and whether an adequate con-

trol and inspection system could be set up. Thus he is setting out specific

data based on experience and analysis on just ~~hat could and couldn’t

be done under certain types of detection systems and \(hat \’ast areas of un-

certainty there are.

His final two conclusions are that “adequate data are not available to acurately

asses the detection and identification capabilities for underground tests in

the USSR” and certain limitations as well as lack of analysis of current tests

“greatly degrade the realibility of assessing the present state of Soviet \tea-

pons developments in terms of comparable US developments. It is doubtful if

the realibility obtainable is adequate to the needs of a decsision as far reach-

ing as that of test sedation.’!

Starbird, Farley, and Scoville of CIA all received copies of this letter.

A lengthly report on seismic, acoustic, and electromagnetic systems

for monitoring was forwarded to the State Department and Jim Fish on 2S .June 58.

This detailed report on system capabilities and limitations also emphasis the

absolute need for inspection and other intelli~cncc to complement the dclection

stations and technical monitoring capabilities.
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Note, that in a meeting on 12 May 59, Luedeke reported on the upcoming

tG

.,,2
~--- ---—

<a

adjournment of the Geneva talks until 8 June 59. The Commission agreed

that the AEC representatives, .41Graves and Sterling Colgate, should return

to the US and a meeting should be set up with the Commission to discuss the

conference negotiations with thcnl.

On 13 May 59, Colonel A.G. ‘Taompson of the 495 Oth fomrarded a preliminary study~.,..-—..-...—

m future sampling capabilities to LASL and Livermore noting the specific aircraft

}eing addressed and requesting the Laboratories to review their n:.;..:.:’wc: i.
. . ,.,.

Tr

j,~.lt.~(..1.~l.;;?”j.~, in the high altitude (dove 55,000 feet) arc:!,”and to make comments

m the study and recommendations of what seems to fit their needs includir< the

possibility of nacket samplers.

s?
hgain on the subject of ground water contamination, a 13 May message i?rom

~--– ..-

u%ford to Starbird discusses the current status of a study by consultants

torgekey snd SheppartiPowell . They are considering the containment and

)ssibleground water contamination from 1100 foot deep shots in YUCCA FLAT.

Le construction of these holes and the carrying out of these sho’csw“it}lt’he

)pXmpriate instrumentalion is requested by ALOO to investigate, emo~ other

@3s ~ the movement of water and the ccmtminat ion problems. The tests are

/l/f

Jbe 10 kilotons at 1100 feet deep. The schedule of completion would have the

Illowing dates for the four holes : 29 August, 8 October, 10 Novcm’ocr,am3

J December 59. ALOO recommends immediately proceeding with a proflrnmor

fillingand casing, pxmvision of facilities to the area, precut-cmcntof

lmhes, etc. at a cost of $%9, 000 and the overall pm~rmn includi~

bli~ and all equipment is estimated at short or $2,000,000. Furthermorc,
.

yield
.eCOnstit.tiS are looking into the problem of what the largest that can befired

,~ with no danger of ground water contamination is.

-,

I



Not actually an NTS Planning Board document but an inhouse Livermorc memorandum
from R. Pctric to h’. Gibbins, dated 11 !lay 19s9, concerns the col~struction at
NTS versus the projected funding picture and in particular outlines the
recommendations for tttccontinuation of fiscal year 1960 construction within
funding as quoted by SCWC1l in a 23 :~pril memorandum. Tllcbasic philosophy)’
k to obtain the best utilization of a~’ailable funds to maintain an increasing
90-day capabi.litvwhich rncans constructiojl on each sjdc tunnel ~~o[lldbe stopvcd

.k

I
I
I

1

approximztcly 90 days in ad~’anccof Z!lC cstiniated Jctonation date. This 90”

~T’

!

days would be broken dot~n into 60 days of aflclitionalconstruction tine plus
30 days user occup~ncy tine. By so utilizing their funds LRL would effccc i
a sequential incrcnse in the number of tunnels in a strlteof $10-dd\’reodincss.

. ~C tables and figures in this nemo note the prescntl~” a~prcvcd and ongoing
work in tunnels U12C03 and o-l,oiI safety tunnels U12i, j and kjand in tunnel
U12b03 as well as tficf~ct ~!~:ltfunds h~ve been allcc;lted for ot!lcr acti~ricy
like postshot exploratory ~(ork, L:\SLsafety holes, granite digging and other
things in FY ’59. LRL lays out here the details of rcco:?mende~ ~,ork to be
done in tunnels B and E and G, I, J and K ~TICi ~hc anlount of estin}atcd cost
and time it i{ouldtake to reach 90-ciay ~cadiness for these various shot locations.

.

11353,4 TEST MO~TORIUM (] MAy ]959 THROUGH 3[ MAY [963)” Folder

.

This IS a continuation of the notes on these particular folders which

were begun in the previous time frame fi led under Ref. letter C.

A 14 May 1959_TWX from Starboard to Bradbury and Tel Ier discusses the NTS
-,..

vortex facility and Starboard states that the initial justification would
eti’&;F\

be based on its use for~(experiments.

Due to

the grave implications of going forth with this program he asks for a joint

study by LASL and Livermore of the probable benefits of the experiments,

the Iypes of experiments, and those measures which could be used to assure

that the expected would not be exceeded, and he would probably use this

Joint study in talking with the commission about the future of the Vortex

facility.

14May 1959 notes
&--—

support at lIIcICI>G

the high lCVCI

to CL

A’IWXfroml Ilc 4950Lh Lothc 4951st dated

study Jmw going bn to investigate rcclucing

Caretaker StaLL~Sand lhc impact onthc 4951st. Wignall no~cs

Gcn. CantcL-bPry (Conunnndcr of Al?SIVc) desires that AlrSl\rC retain co]ntnan(l

control at l?niwclok.

that

..

I
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Meeting #1507, 14 May 59: L.J’-
~lti~g’ . ,: . .

~z,,.- ... .... ‘“! ,n,:,‘
*,4

This meeting began with a consideration of two AEC papers 580/84 and ‘ ‘-

,,

580/85 which were planning estimates as of this date as well as a weapons

development status report to be used by the DOD in planning for future

weapons development and production. These items were being treated

specially since the Commissioners realized that the DOD would treat these

estimates and statuses as hard facts in projecting their own need for weapons

systems and request for device development for the years to come.

This discus sion and the approval for transmittal of these papers was

followed by a discussion of the Geneva talks with Graves and Colgate

present. All of this, which is classified, Will be obtained for our files.



Here is a 14 May 1959 transmittal from Starbird to Teller (which I assume
-

also went to Bradbury) containing a draft “Report of Ad Hoc Cornmittee on

Test Requirement s,” who met

stating “The AEC and the DOD

Committee of Advisors on test

in Washington on May 5-7. The draft begins

A/

were requested by the principles of the Ad Hoc

negotiations (Chairman McCone, Secretary

Quarles and Dr. Killian ) to review jointly requirements for additional nuclear

testing.“ The Ad Hoc Con-irnitteeWhich Was set Up is composed of representatives

of DMA; the ATSD (AE); The Chief of DASA; the Manager of ALOO; the Directors

of LASL and Livermore; and the vice President for Research of Sandia. This

Committee has retiewed the present status of weapQns development vis.avis

the background of present and near-future defense requirements and also, in

somewhat br.~ader terms, the types of technological advance which might be

possible by testing. The DOD further is addressing the effects of nuclear ....-.
:-..

detonations which would require

this report have categorized the

four categories as discussed in

~

testing. The group in their discussions “and in “ -

weapons possibilities and developments into

littledetail here. First of all, exploration of

new possibilities, an area in which the absence of testing seems to the group

to foreclose the possibility of significant progress. The second area has to do

with meeting the DOD warhead characteristics of systems whose development is

already underway. The warhead re quirements of a number of systems, including

the Minuteman, Polaris, Titan, and Nike-Zeus, are specified with the nature

of probable compromise duc to the lack of testing being briefly noted. As for the

7

I
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third categcry, proof tests, the DOD considers certain criteria- demand that

certain designs be fully proof tested which have not yet been and these are

listed as: xW-54, Moccasin, XW-47, and XW-48. The fourth category

emphasized by the DOD, is the areas of critical defense importance where the

- effects of nut] ear weapons are not well under st.:~od and can only be explored by

further testing. Among the major categories are high altitude effects, water

surface and underwater effects on submarines, ships, and aircraft; and x-ray

effects on materials.

The conclusions of the Committee on this draft report are:

“A. The foregoing of all testing in the future will handicap, but

not preclude the AEC’ s offering to the DOD warheads to meet

existing or near-future DOD system requirements. Certain

warheads offered by AEC will fall short of DOD desires in

regard to assurance of performance, amount and predictability
.

of yield, or other characteristics.

B. The exploitation of certain fields of longer- ranged DOD interest,

which could lead to significant changes in weapons systems and

doctrine, could not be accomplished without further testing. . . . .

c. Foregoing further testing will preclude obtaining =ffects and

6phenornj nological information required by the DOD, Of Which the

higher altitude effects arc those of highest priority. “

Two appendices to this report arc intended, the first detailing tl]c cstir~]atcd

achievable characteristics and the mcthoc]s of a rriving

by the AEC for various dcviccs. The second appen(lix,
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is not detailed here but apparently will have something to do with the military

requirements for devices versus what may be possible.

qlw -
A 15 May 59 message fmm Starbird to Teller +w& Stirling Colgate at Livennore
—.

add eases possible technical discussions at Geneva.

-&

f,ppare~~~y~o~~~~~ ,~~~

llW
+Geneva discussions and they may begin about 1 June and address first the high

altitude detection problem. This may be followed by further technical tiisc’~ssionson

undergnmnd detection. Starbird wishes Livermore to address certain questions of

unde~round detection as to pro~rams and time scales

discussions in the following areas: extremely small

or other material; sonewhat la~er HE shots; further

the +Analpais-evans question. This latter has to do

to~ettain data for such

shots ~ ~n~~ blocks of s~t

effort at tryirg to understand

witlna very kiffere>t Seisnic

signal fzmm two tests done during HARDTACK at about the same yield. Livezmore is to

have a meeting vitnin a few days to crystallize a program for HE e.mi neuclear firings

to address such things as decouplingcapparently. Starrbirdnotes t?.atBracibury is

looking into the matter of the instrumentation for high altitutie detection.

~ 15May TWX from Starboard to Bradbury and M~nar of Sandia discusses the

Ve[a Hotel Program although not by that name.
It talks about the role of

LASL having overall responsibility while Sandia wou!d assist as appropriate

In looking into the instrumentation for satclljtes and the signal transmission

-&@. . ..problems, etc., including the klestervelt—~ fluorescence possibilities.

Mentioned are two pertinent reports,
one by a Panofsky panel and one by a

Berkncr panel which Graves is bringing back to LASL, and the possibility

1’}

.,

1

?
,<

.



page 2

that there might be another Geneva technical conference of experts beginning

about I June on this particular problem apparently. S+acboard reminds that

the Panofsky committee came Up with the statements that certain instrumentation

appeared to make the satellite detection system feasible and recommended that

engineering of this system proceed in order to give a better basis for estimates

Of capability. Y-[n a i5 May TWX from Starboard to “-~~~)ne states that in

connection with this TWX to Bradbury on the possibil ity of a new Geneva

technical conference that he desires Moner to provide him with an assessment

If how much we can tell the Soviets about the possibilities of getting

nformation from an outer space detonation, without revea[ing design information

n our weapons or classified information on diagnostic detector information or

elemetry.

18 May-.5UJ/X from Starbird to ALOO on DOD subcommittee which is address-

ing phasing down EPG in 59 to a maintenance standby, i.e., no

facilities deterioral-ion or equipment disposal beyond a 9-12 month F4
response capability. Among other things, may mean H&F/ personnel

phasedown. Study group appointed by Secretary of llcfcn~c and Chairman

AEC (i.e., Parker, Sfarbird, and Gen. Anderson - CJTF-7) appointed

this smaller commiltcc. Subcornmi-ttec to vi>il ALOO 25-26 May. ,.

LASL Director’~ midyear review, 25 June 59, /l Dlfl-1461.
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The Livennore answer on 18 May mm Harold Brown begti by address i~ the high
—.. ,4

flp

b

altitude question and stating that Livennore feels a convinc infj n~~umcnt on shiel.di~

of high altitude shots can probably be made to th(? Russians without rcvrzl. i~

substantial weapons design information. With respect to the’undc~, mun.1 situation and

decouplin~ cxpcrimcnts, Brown feels that probably tanincorrect ‘answerwith a short tcnn

program (in a month or so) is of less value than a correct ,wlswt:rin a year or so.

It would be extremely difficult to get any-thingmeamingfhl in a month or two from

hole
new experiments. The problem with decoupling is not whether a la~e eno.~h will

produce decoupli~ but whether such a hole can be made, at what cost, and what the

effects of inelasticity are. LRL, however, will look into the probiem jof’a crash

program as well as the possibility of Lined holes. In furhher mcsssges, Livermoe6”

discusses with DMA the various possible tests, such as very sA1 shots in salt

blocks, and evaluates whether they are useful at all and which ones ought to be

pursued for which reasons. This was the beginning of such thir~s as PROJECT COWBOY.



s? JwH’&-z(
An [8 Mdy TWX from ~tarboard to Hu&x=d and 8radbury notes a telephone

Conversation with Al Graves on the subject of reassigning all 7.1 personnel

“+
and this TWX is ~ clarify Starboardfs intent. He states that he has already

told Admiral Parker and Gen. Anderson (of JTF7) that he concurs in inactivating

7.1 and reassigning the mi[itary to do these outside the’ AEC. The only

exceptions would be a few military people not in 7.1 to work on other items such

as the Rover Project or perhaps an overseas planning offi<

ALOO.

18 May 59e~lX from Starbird to Hertford postpones Sand
—..-

tests due to public conment, etc.

e affiliated with

a H.E. crater

A19Mav TIVXfrom Jim Reeves to Multiple Addresses including the 4950th

note that the Geneva negotiations and the forthcoming Foreign Ministers

4%4!

Conference malce it inadvisable to declassify

the OXCART Program.

devices toprovidc clata

This apparently is a

and discuss in any open way

plan to detonate two low yield

on cratcring effects versus c]cpth of placement for the

PLOWSHARE Program.



mere is a very useful’ and informative drawing here} ‘0” L6-g244J ‘rOmt~R~e=ch

dated ?by 1959 \{hich shows graphically
the planning for construction

a 90-day readiness in these tunnel complexes.
/+7

S{tf’Lii.(
1 On 19 !day 1959 General S=%4mard sent a lengthy letter to Major General

4

Anderson, Commander of .TF7; and Rear Admiral Parker, Chief of DASA that

was addressed to certain sections of the study for future test operations
te t*
J

being worked out between these thtee gentlemen and their organizations

at that time. As for the assumptions on types of testing, Starboard noted

that the attached list was the best idea of which types of testing would

have probabilities of being carried out if we could return to testing

and it was here that atmospheric tests got a very low probabi Iity from the

AEC. Also Included in this letter is a lengthy discussion of the

internal AEC procedures for planning for and carrying qut test operations

as well as pertinent organizational charts of the people and organizations

Involved in the areas used.

.



59
A 19 May T1-ip Report by Colo Rose of the 49!50tlIdiscusses his conversations

iIl Washington with JTF.’7 personnel. Noted is the current future test organization

high lCVC1 committc~ discussions and report. Also noted is that the

sentiment secrns to be to have DASA take over top control for atomic

testing for the time being but that the AIZC is expcctcd to favor a separate

organization of the JTF- 7 type. Furthermore JTF-7 is of the opinion that

all permanent Air Force testing organizations such as the 4950th should

be assigned to them permanently for both adrnirJstration and COntrOl”.

JTI?-7 notes that there are no plans for any testing earlier than about the

fall

was

of 1960 which “fight be approximately 4 shots. Also noted is that JTF-7

about to write a message to AFSWC directing action be taken to reduce

or eliminate the helicopter and L-20 air support now at Eniwetok with the

attcndcnt personnel red~lction but that this will now be just a general letter

requesting an evaluation of the situation with the reductions made wherccver

possikh.

c?
A ~0 May-TWX from Monar to Starboar&agsyqrs the questions Concerni ng outer

space testing as to the detai Is of the devices and the rocked-borne experimentation

that would be uti Iized. It gives the detai IS of the few things that Monar

thinks it would not be wise 10 mention to the Soviets explicitly such as

measurement of

Cross- rcfcrcnccd here is a 21 May TWX from Starboard to the Labs on the
——

subject of meetings during the week G! 5 May concern i ng the necess i ty for
.

proccd i ng wi th the program to

Furthermore, there was a meet

. . . .,, .

t

check the possibi I ity of underground decoupl ing.

ng held in Livermore 18 filay on the same subject BR

. ., . .0.---.,, ,,
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Along these lines, a 21 May message from Starbiti to the Operations Offices and
~.. .- .--—

Livemore directs some work to begin investig&ting the feasibility of HE detonations
4P

in salt mines in Louisana or Texas.

-. .._-

high altitude and underground

but Starbiti wants to clarify

[

fmm Starbird to Hard Brown which addres~es the

technical discussions at Geneva. Neither is underway

d
~D

some points as to what data may be neede:.there and

what things nay be discussed with the Soviets and possibly which things should not.

He wishes a report relative to shielding of high altitude events prepared by

Livennore so that it can be cleared for classification and available to the Geneva

Delegation before it is needed; DMA requests it by 5 June. In relation to the

unde~round detection, DMA feels that the information passed to the Soviets will not

go into the LJVFTER-BIYI’!!Ehole theorybut will address decoupling. Ac’knowledg@ the

fact that a short -e crash program will probably not produce the Lesircc results,

he reiterates his early suggestion of “the possibility of LaboratarJ or v~ry ~tmall

TAMALPAIS 4x=&+z-:,
and early shots and detailed investigation of the EV~~S-~~*&.

In regards to this “it would certainly be nice to be able to present some siiflple

information that dramatically supported the idea of decoupling at any time the issue

might arise. I hope, therefore, that you continue to think on the matter, and that

you will particularly try to find something si~nificant and use~ in the EVANSTXALPAIS

analyses.”



Meeting #1511, 22 May 59:
~—-.– -. /

For the first time in a while, Plowshare got a great deal of attention flp

in this Commission meeting. In particular, Starbird noted the change in the

I
scope of the Harbor project in Alaska ( Chariot) and, as the Commission

had previously requested if additional expenditures were required, he was

\
now explaining the need for certain studies to be done and the additional

\
funding requirement of about 1. 3 million dollars. As near as I can gather,

I
the Commission seems to approve continuing the surveys and plans for this

I
project at additional funding levels as of this date. L

Starbircl also informed the Commission that two salt mines ( in the Houston and

Louisiana Gulf Regions) appear as feasible locations for testing the Latter

Hole theory. Time required to prepare for.the tests is cstin~atcd at 60 to 90

days and both mine owners have been approached. Arrangcn]cnts arc being

.... pa, <.: .. -.

coordinated with a committee consisting of Killian, a State Department

Representative, and a DOD representative. A joint press release is being

prepared to answer questions regarding the use of high explosives.

One of the two items discussed in executive session was seismic test

preparations.
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LRL/hlcrcury

“~S Planning Board” Files

‘1’here is some historical documentation here of the formation of a comirtittee

called the “Committee on Use of the Nevada Test Site” in 195?. The minutes
of the third meeting on 2S Nay ’57 show the fact that the acting chairman
was a Mr. Paul .4gcr,that the lab representatives were Bill Ogle and Raemer

Schricber, Dale Nielsen and Jerry Johnson of UCRL, and Holli.ngs\(orth and
Mel Merritt of Sanaia. This particular neeting focxscd on the use of t!~e
MTS for the ltover, Pluto znd fast reactor programs and in particular addressed. .
the location for the Pluto and fas-c reactor facilities.

‘I’he first mention of the STS Planning Board in the LRL/}lercury files is a
●2S May 195? -TWX from Sewell to Graves and Ogle and others date group251757
May ’59 on the subject of the next meeting of the Scvada Planning Eo:rd I;hich
is to be held 4 June 195S. On 2 June a T’KX from Se:~ell to the same ?eople
finalizes the agenda for the meeting ;{ith the pecple to do the discussions
as follows: (1) presentation by users..%.LU-C. Violet B. L.lSL-l{ermn t!cerlin,
C. DASA-Col. Leo Kiley, D. CETO-!?. L. Corsbie, E. Sandia-D. Shuster. (~)
Review of capability to met construction, support procurement requirener.ts
necessary to atzain and maintain the “90 day” readin~s~ for ~~e pro~os~a

program-Hol~es 6 !iar’/er. (3) Review of Hardtack 11::0underground S;OIS ‘.;ith
respect to their contaim,ent for the follo~<ing types cf sites: A. tumels-
G. Pelsor, LRL, B. vertical holes-f-!er:anEoerlin. (4) Brief review of fal:cuc
fron all underground skcrs in Harci~acK II - K. Xa.gler, l_Js’+.’s.(5) Brief
review of wind study and discussion of aaeqcacy t~ xeec needs of ?rzgrz:.s
planned for ST5 - P. Alien. US.;;3. (6.1 Revie’w of balloon experiments by
Sandia Corporation and discussion of fc:xre plans fGr balloon de’~eio~xent
progran - D. Shuscer, Saadia. (7) Presentation of other nel~prograns ?lar.neci
at NTS and their szfety ~spects: A. Fast criticality facility (vorcexj -
F. Fairbrother, LRL. B. Scientific a~~lication of nuclear explosives (Proiect
Sane) - Herman Hoerlin. C. plowshare”- Vay Shelton, LRL. ‘

.——,

?H”-

25 May 1959,4-3 Report: It X2 is stated here that unofficial
*

notification was received of a decision to EN inactivate the military

portion of task group 7.1 and transfer the military personnel from

Los Alamos and Livermore during the next 2 or 3 months. Also planning

IS continued on the te~tinical modifications nux ncccssary for using

tho LCU/LSD/destroyer concept for open seas shots which wIII be based

at Pearl Iiarbor. Plans were sent to Task Group 7.3 who will coordinate

with the Navy on feasibility. f_urthcrmorc Sdncfia Corporation whic!~

. .

v
I
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A ?5 May TWX from Bradbury and Monar to Gen.

the Laboratories will work on in relation to

Starboard lists the items that

the outerspace testing and
17#

diagnostic program, which will include studies of various possible detection Dn
.

Systems and telemetry systems and recommendations for any preliminary satell-

Itk, rocket, or surface observations which would be pertinent. Furthermore,

it-is noted that a joint LASL-Sandia working group is set up with Taschek

as the chairman and LASL membership being drawn from P, J, and T Divisions

with Sandia members~ip including Schupster, Cook, and Vaughn. The time

frame expected when the committee will come up with anything significant

beyond the Panofsky panel report is about four to-six months. The labs

feel that in the mean time the Panofsky report is certainly adequate to

provide any need that might be needed by any Geneva panel of experts or

any other similar group. Since this will be a fairly laborious undertaking,

the Labs ask that the reality of the jointness of this effort with the DOD

be clarified as soon as possible.

By a 26 May 59 letter, Molnar, President of Sandia, sent to Starbird a response
- 0 ?-y >.#~

ti all May letter fmm Starbirdon the subject of Unde~mund and High Altitude , ‘
‘4’

Testing Problems. Sandia did a couple of studies of the high altitude test possibilities

and include two lengthy studies here. They sddress in particular the ssfety problems

both with the missle and with the nuclesx warhead and how these might be overcome,

as we12 as methods of instrumenti,nghigh altitude shots with packeges attached to the

VS3’hesd carx5er vehicle. The primary Momation that will be provided for eech test

will be yield, and other discreet information on fusbg and

firing, neutron source emission, md position of inst~entation relative to the burnt.

Also detailed are the method telemetxy and positionix!g. This reply eddressed particular

&ctnnents sent by Starbird which were drafts on the underground test problem, on which

Sandiahsd no comments, end the high dti,tude test problem on which Sandia had numerous

comments.

.
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26 May TWX from DNA notes that following the current recess in the Geneva

-

ilks It IS desired that Graves and Dr. Sterling Colgate return to Geneva

I participate in the d’

3 limited to about SIX

scussions beg nning 8 June and that their participation

weeks. .-

-—

- planning for an openseas concept are continuing. As

28 May 1959. J-6 ReDort: Actual work at the EPG is as well as

or NTS, plans

n area 3 havefor the 4 1100-foot deep 36” d

be~n”’initiated while the plans

cancel led whiie specific detai

forwarded to H8N the latest in~

ameter vertical holes

for Akuz Rainier Mesa area have been

s of the hole cr-iteria have been
,.

ormation is that DMA wil I authorize

design and preparation of bid documents but wii[ deiay authorization

to Invite bids until some unspecified iater date; the esj”imate of ‘“

cost for the entire 1[00 foot hole development is about i.9 miilion

dollars. Other activities at the NTS include a review of the

([. containment) site and agreement that it will not interfere

with LASL activities.

.

Discussions in May of 59 between the Army and JTF-7 are addressing the

construction requirements for Johnston Island for two different projects, Willow

and Nike-Zeus. Each side wants to know what the other plans to do so that the T,q

construction can be coordinated and best use of overlap can be made. I am not sure

but that the Willow planning is to use the Redstone and specific facilities at J.I.

but I haven’t seen details that say this.

*



Shore at Havaii is considercd the safe lhaiti,P.10 me;aton qcn-se~ “j~y~es“-.ot

I
should be located at least 800 miles ava<~,while a 1 me.;aton shoi ncc? ‘bere- .i

moved by only 250 miles.” .

The concern about si.~nsltransmission in cablei~~ in vertical hole~ 1100 feet or

mom deep, is leai.i~’to ~a investi:;ation cIfthe

different types of csble Wed and “Phclps - Do~e has .flsooi’fcrcdta iwrest~”ate

-..-1.1,.2 . . .. . . . +. -.-,-- ... LL $.- ------ .LJ . . ..L , ,. . ,,

7.
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Here is a June 1959 document by Lou Wouters, entitled “
~. . ~

/vF
-Diagnostic

Concept, “ in which he expounds in some detail on this sort of a test in its

simple through complex configuration and the various ways in which the necessazy

diagnostics would be obtained.
I mention it because I believe it Iater was”applie~

in the Gnome Plowshare period.

.

i June 1959, J-10 Report: The contribution of J-10 to the
*

second Plowshare meeting was that ideas for uti I izai- ion of nuclear

By

CXpfOSiOnS in space as powerful tOO\S for geophysical and as+rophys ical .

research were reviewed in the paper presented a+ this second Plowshare

meeting in San Francisco.

-5-

4LE
A 3 Jme_59_~:~er fmrn Starbiti to Loper (MC) notes that until now, tne AEC
~--

s not known whoc# in the DOD would be responsible
for execut~ or at least discuss@3

i

1,

Levarious Panofs~ panel recommendations
and notes that he now understands that

Starbird states that Bradbury and

I

WM,!I!-1has been assigned the prime responsibility. 1

}lnar have their organizations ready to conduct $oint studies of the detail-sof

xsible detection systems, design of an ove~l Pmgra ‘0 ‘btain ‘ata’ ‘tc” ‘d

ts.xbirdrequest2 Loper reply as soon as possible so that the various responsi’Dilities

an be appropriately assigned and work caiiget undemay on the
“over~ study p~gr~

ar high altitude testing and detections”
A hand-Written note by Froman states that

Bethe is talking to Starbird tonmrrow
on this to try to get us a clear statement of

ASL (AEC responsibilities, etc.)
.



.i

Here is a 4 June 1959 memo from the Commander of Task Group 7.3 to JTF-7
—.-——

<the commander is F.L. Ashworth) on a report studying “hlaxirnumReduction of Task

Group 7.3 Personnel Commenshate with Anticipated tJorkloads.” The task group is Tb

at this time divided into two parts, the headquarters in Washington and the boat

pool at Coronado. As for the headquarters, the minimum number of personnel required

through 1 Sept. 59 is 13 officers and 14 enlisted men and 1 Sept. 59 could be

reduced to five officers and five enlisted men, with the recommendation that the

JR
commander still be an additional duty of a Rear Admiral assigned to duty in the

office of the C~O. The headquarters currently occupies Bldg. 126 at the Naval Gun

Factory. As for the boat pool, the present strength of 3 officers and 110 enlisted

“men should be maintained through Sept. 1 of 59 with a possible decrease to 1 officer

and 25 enlisted men by the 1st of Jan 1960. This would be a satisfactory nucleus

to support a build up for open seas or EPG testing in the Pacific. It would

necessitate mothballing and storage of most of the equipment in the custody of the

boat pool. If this small nucleus could not be maintained then the response

capability for a typical EPG operation would be at least 2 yedrs. Even with the

small nucleus of personnel, the boat pool would require at least 4 months to be

ready for an openseas or a Johnston Island type of testing situation.



4 June59 meet*: This

capabilities and requirements

Nevsda. The E!oaxxlconcluded

included discussion, among other things, of the Labs

to meet a gO-day resilinessfor uadergxuvnd testing in

PA
that this readiness wnuld be srhieved by 1 August 59

making 1 November the earliest reslistic date for reswnption of unde~round testing.

Capabilities would then EJ.1OWfiring at a rate of ~out one per month for esch LASL

snd Live?anorein the followin.gyeer. TO re~h this reediness state, appmvd is

needed hnediat ely for

vez%ical holes in Area

Of particular interest

facility.”

the L.4SLmobile AL?ii station, and approval for 1100 foot

~ is needed if other tinan1. safety tests sxe to be done.

is tinegroup’s discussion of t’neLivernore “fsst criticality

The Board concluded that they approved the selected site ~ ,

r]snd egreed that even t~lxmghsome radio activity will be produced, this proposed , _

facility will.not create a ssfety hazard. The minutes of this meet~=, circulated

to the Group Wmbers by Sewell on 17 June 59, are lengtinybut contain extensive

details of the shots desired by the Labozzkt.or2esif testhg were resumed and the

pm jetted test capshility requi~ments at the NTS. 1 wouldn’t be at all.surprised

if the 1 November 59 resdiness date, which agrees with a 90-@ readiness capability

by 1 Auggt, wasn~t due to the fact that tileone year moritoriuu would run out on

that date. The discussion of containment, indicates that a hOOW to the one=third.

rule seas to be acceptable to some people, even though the tunnels did not contain

d.- UARDTACK . This seems to be blamed on the zexm * non being too l~e.

Hoerlin gave a summary of the LASL unde~ro”xnd shots showing tinepercentage of activity

relessed and whether the concret block wss blown off or intact following the shots.

Ogle pointed out that the questioa of rtio chemist~ samples hsd to be considered

versus complete containment snd sffinned that LASL had the capability for complete

sealing if requested to do so. The discwsion indicates that LASL seemed to plan

for some release of activity for sampling purposes whereas Livennore seemed to be

address@ t!leproblem to attdn complete canta-im:eat. Also ke~ prepared is the

. 1 . ~otid suP20i~ On ~0 day notice ~~ithS~l~i~.b~loon caP8hfiitJ’Ihich SLIW kr 4 e_~

aemdynauic balloom in two or three areas at the NTS.



“201 Teller, Edward” Folder

M&R Record Center

fc

The only item of interest in this folder is a 5 June 59 message from Teller
—. ..~

to Starbird and Bradbury which supplements to the statement made by Teller on the

need for testing and the possibilities with testing. Generally, he feels and sets fort

in detail that though possibilities of weapon development have in the past been due

to having a somewhat optimistic outlook on a new idea and pursuing and feels that

philosophy should be applied into the future. Further, he sets out five p~~posals

weapons developments of enhancement of effect which he feels should be worked hard

for in the near future and so that some testing is needed. One of these

is the so-called radiation bomb which releases most of its energy in the

listed

form of

neutrons or gamma-ray, rather than in blast and heat, and I believe was also

known as the neutron bomb.
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$7The next update is forwarded by Johnson to Starbird on 8 June 59 and lays

--+-
out a specific program to begin testing with a 1 Aug. authorization and the first

shot on 1 Nov. 59 (90 days readiness with the first shot 1 year after the moratorium

began) . The first three shots would be safety shots in tunnels I,
J, and K whose

construction is underway and has been authorized.
The other 9 tests plus 3

contingencies which are listed would begin after the safety tests but the site

preparation in some cases has been started but in most cases requires further

authorization. Specific readiness preparations would cost some 3.6 million dollars

in FY 59 and 5.5 additional million in FY 60 with an additional 9 million or so

needed to prepare sites for actual tests once the go ahead for testing is received.

4 of the weapons test listed are called “heavily diagnosed” shots and would require

about 9 months lead time to prepare the diagnostic experiments. By this letter,

Johnson requests authorization be given to increase the tunnel preparations to

meet the overall readiness program which would begin new construction just about

immediately which would carry over well into 1960. A 22 June TWX reply from

Starbird to LRL (No. 1041) states “Authorization for the proposed construction

is withheld pending an overall review of the effort at NTS now underway. Presently

authorized construction will continue until the end of June.” Starbird anticipates

an effort of lesser scope than indicated in the Livermore letter.



Meeting #1519,8 June 59:
~ .*

~G
McCone is enroute to Geneva at the request of Secretary of State Herter

for discussions relative to the Foreign ,Ministers meeting there and the

conference on nuclear test cessatiom

~ &$

An 8 J~e~letter fzmm Art Cox to Francis Porzel of the Armour Research
--- .-

Foundation in Chicsgo notes that Newmaa is proceeding with designs for 11OC

foot holes for LASL lCXCI’shots.
Np

Also, Brownlee is proceeding with kqydrodynsmics

calculations in soil and Voods is doing similar calculations for SALT . Eox

requests any references to infonnation on the equation of state for ice due to

consideration of that medium also.

An 8 June 59 st?tus report by Shuster of Sandia on Sandia’s bslloon development
—..

>gram contains informe.tionon the flights of a 5000 lb: p~load bslloon and a A7-

000 lb. balloon. Bath have been tested at the NTS, and experiments to investigate

feasibilityy of i.nco~ rat@ a Pinex e~erjment in a balloon configurateion have been

foxmed. Also design studies of balloon installation for EPG h&e given the indicatio~

t it would be feasible to carry payloads to altitudes of about 5000 feet in the EPG.

m
IJune Memo from the Deputy Commander of the 4950Lh to the Commander
——

the 4952ncl Support Squadron at Kirtlancl discusses the role of this Squadron

ing the moratorium. The new lmission statement includes the fact that the

aclron is responsible for the technical operations including the asscrnljly

launch of research rockc~s and lhc “.-arious]Jeripllcrnltasks in analyzing

t and pc rfor]mancc.

.



9
1;Th~Flay progress report indicates a&O-~~.n~~eorganiza tion date and

preparation going on for transfer of property accounts and readjustment of

~c
personnel assignments.

0472
The June activities report indicates that the reorganization was accomplished

on the 10 of June with an appropriate formation and ceremonies and that conversion

to the new table of distribution was accomplished smoothly and no serious problems

have been apparent as a result. It is noted that the reorganization was directed

by general order No. 4 from Headquarters .JTF-7,dated 3 June 59. Note that the

Task Group ceremonies included two parades, one of which was joined in by the

Air Force 4951st squadron.

q
Here, on 11 June, is a message fmm Sewell to the NTS Planr.irWGoafi~.

---- -

NP

P

members which gives the conclusions fmm the ~ June N’lXf%w.LUijikuL ,
/

‘dew~~ec to send thisti\C%*tihwhich he proposes to send to Reeves h a letter.
$

letters ahead of the minutes of the meeting due to an u~cnt requirement cf Reeves

for some of the information, in pau?ticularthe appxmva-1of the fest criticality

facilty. As to the 90-day readiness capability, the group detcnnhml that :t could

be achieved by 1 August making 1 November the earliest date for the resumption of

unde~round NTS testing at a rate of about

in order to reach tnis readiness, criteria

be expiditcd. Immediate approval must be

Station and approval for construction of l]

onc per month for each Lab. However,

fOr construction and DNA appr)vd must

forthcomi~ on the LASL Y,!OBILEIFIEIIA

.00 foot

come very soon if this site is to be ready to give

vertical hol.c.~in Area 3 must

other than ~~nePoint ~afctY

.

I

.-

1
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test capability in that area. The 550Wto the one-third containment rule which

has been agreed upon is felt to be quite safe and conservative by Sewell. Immediate

Investigation of the ground water conditions in areas 3 and 12 must take place in order

to avoid having to dehay certain of those tests, since the depth of some OS the

proposed shots is planned at the level of the ground water. As for balloon capability,

the plsrmi~ boazd concluded that the presently planned balloon capability for N’I!S

- adequate to meet the foreseeable needs. As for the fast criticality facility,

t~ types of hydrodynamic experiments were discussed: tests with no nuclear yielci
~’;f~-(1

flnvolvingfissile material; and tests with %uclear yield

Sewell

result

eluded

It WSS

stated “for the first type, the board concluded that no safety pnblemswoula

from the operation as described. Also, for tinelatter type, tinegoa-. can-
though

that no hazard would result even certain zxao~ts of acti”fit~rwould be released.

generelly felt that even if an ucid.ent linad-~ertantlyaid occur

/7-
need not create any safety hazard off-site,

at Mercury or in adjacent areas. The bo$md did not attempt to evaluate the political

problems attendant to such an accident, or the precautions that should be taken to

insure khxk complete containment. “ The boafi noted that the LASL and Livennore

iirectors are discussing the possibility of a joint committee to study and perhaps

;et guidelines for the design and operation of such nuclear experiments . In

:onclusion, the Board gave approval to the selected site ami ~reed that, even tLmou&h

;ome radio activity will be produced, the proposed ~acility will not crcatc e.safety

lazard. As for Project OACART, the board approved two proposed ~ shots h

.?x?a 10. It is felt they could bc fired safely with no hazanl from fall-out outside -

he NTS.

J-p
.

An 11 June mcss~c from OGIC Cives cornmcntzLo Sewcll’s staLcmcnt~ CL fuL1.ows: ,a ~fi~
— -.. .....

.1;
e wishes the wordi~ on the ninety day rcadLncs2 to bc chzu~cd Lo u.zytti.utLL.can ‘ ~i

c achicvcd rather than it will bc achicvcd since tllcAEC am( Ulc Lab~ have not ycL.
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approved such a pxmgrmn. Ilmther, as for the gnxnd water survey in Area 3, he felt

there is agreement that the next four shots could be fired in Area 3 without such a
. .

survey and that the u~ency is not so great, but that continuous firm m either area

should not be contemplated without such a survey.

A 12 June 59 report is from Harold Argo, Secretazy of the newly formed “Buzzer”
~-—

ommittee. He desctibes this x a committee created by Brsdbury and Yohar to &;=

study the feasibility of long-range detection of bootlegweapons tests, and in

articular to develop in more detail the recommendations of the Panofsky report.”

he committe Chairman is Tsschek, and the Sandia representatives are Shuster, Cook,

nd Vaughn. The LASL representatives are Aamodt, Hoerlin, Heller of T-Division,

nd Z!?#XiXTaschek =d Argo. Additional P-Division persomel are listed who will

upport various studies. A brief division of responsibility is that LASL will

e concerned with techniques and programs of detecting bomb and bac’kgzmund radiations

bile Sandia will address ancillary problems such as power requirements, logic,

elemetry, etc. A tentative outline in some detail of the studies that the ccmmittee

ill undertake is presented. Taschek s~ested that the committee should address

orking up to the point of development of a prmtotype instrument but not attempting

o mti or operate a world-wide detection system and Sandia ~reed. The group was

o meet for the second time on 19 June 59.

Final ticumentation in this folder, in May of 61 imdicates that the high

ltitude sub-group of the ad hoc gxmup on detection of nuclear detonations has

‘ormed a study grmup to address the particular area of shielding.

The reports of the 2 sub-committees studying Eniwetok and the “’Test When Ready”

concept were submitted on ~5 and 23 June.
rfl



d
-a

An

on some

interesting letter from Bradbury to Commissioner Libby on 15 June 59 comments~—. —
LF

memoranda from commissioner Graham. After addressing himself to the specific

areas of various weapons development and laboratory practices, Bradbury gets into a

more general area of the AEC’S responsibilities in relation to the nations needs and

the DOD’s ability to set requirements and understand developments. He notes that the

DOD, “or one or another section, can be counted on to respo”ndwith enthusiasm to

almost any proposal connected with atomic weapons which may be different in some way or

another from existed objects, particularly if it might require a whole new weapons

system. This willingness to express interest and allege importance is for extraneous

reasons no doubt greater at this time than it has been in the past. The”likelihood

or imminence of success of achieving the prescribed objectives is not a real factor

with them; but only the statement by someone with a Ph.d in physics that “it might

be possible.” This makes me wonder if the AEC should not be careful in the introducing

its “gleam-n-the-eye” studies concepts into DOD circles. h’bilevery close cooperation

between

the AEC

AEC and DOD

should keep

is essential in design and development phases of weapons, and while

in continual view the full range of military needs as they might

. .
development, a too early identification of a nuclear conceptual possibility with a

possible military interest can lead to a too early and too long-range freezing of

research programs, or rather, converting a legitimate research program into a dubious

development program. Thought this question concerns me,

suggestions to offer.” I feel Livermore’s attitudes and

and

the

the

are

presentations in some circles may prompt Bradbury to

I do not have any useful

perhaps optimistic proposals

feel this way.

LF
I should mention that there is correspondence through these years having to do with

exchange of information with the United Kingdom through the JOWOG’S as set up about

early portion of the moratorium. There-is also mention of Stocktake meetings which

just the overall look at the British and US programs as opposed to the more specific

areas looked at by the JOWOG’S.



A 16 June letter f mm Lt. Col. Byrne of k950th

“ specific missions for the sampling personnel and

to Geo~e Cowon notes the lack

aircrdt at Indian “Spri%~s beyond
yT

~e Ibver samplinG snd the possible sampling required for OXCART for Livermo re. A

brdhr letter has beeh sent to Edward Fleming of Livermore and Byrne needs the plans

.tirequirements for samplers that could be served by

njects already named. He notes the curi-ent studies

apabilities and feels that Indian Springs may be one

@dressed.

Indian Spri~s beyond the

addressing the nuclear test

of the next capabilities

Here is a most interesting memo from Ogle to Bradbury on 17 June 59, entitled
-,..

“Proposal for Future J-Division Activities and Organization,” with No. JO-458. .@ [r
/&

After making some basic assumptions about the future activities which include data

computation and reduction from past tests; maintenance of diagnostic capability;

test planning discussions; and Rover activities; he goes throu&h a ~roup by ~roup

breakdown of what the various sections of the divisions will bc doing anclhow

this is a change from the past. He describes J-6, J-7, and J-8 as carrying the

engineering capability of J-Division. Then he discusses 3 or 4 groups - J-17,

J-18, J-19 and J-20 - which will be responsible for tests of specific$ reactors

in the Rover program. He then discusses the background, prese”ntactivities, and

possible future of the technical groups: J-10, J-n, J-12, J-13, J-15, and J-lb.

One of his thoughts is to possibly combine J-12, J-13, and J-16 under Lee Aamodt

to form a new group, “a large portion of whose efforts could be exerted either

within the Division or without in directions other than weapons tests or Rover

work. . . . The above proposal is made partly as a result of the stated intent

of the present J-13 (Malik) and J-16 (Watt) group leaders to leave their present

positions.” There are so many details in this report that I will extract it for

our classified files.

‘!
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.1
On 17 June, Col. WigMll sent to ARDC Headquarters a COpy of the words

~—

that the 4950111 and 4951 st provided to the high lCVC1 con-irnittcc investigating

a future test organization. The words were requested in regarc?s to ihc impact

w

.Ofplacing the 12PG on a minimum maintenance status. , The statement is

briefly that from the Air Fore e p“oint of view, the concept of placing

Eniwetok on such a status with a capability to resume testing in 12 months

is feasible providing one requirement is recognized and

4951 st and its supporting MATS units be returned to their

strength immediately after En iwetok testing is approved.

that is that the

present, pre-phasedown

Shortly thereafter,

the full complement of augmentation personnel formerly provided by the 4952nd

must move to the test site, They make clear that they are not proposing any

shange in the command control of Air Force units’at lZniwetok but that the
i~

1951st should remain an .4RDC unit. The phase down to this minimum maintenance ~

itatus will mean dropping the Air Force personnel strength at Eniwetok from
I

,66 dovfn to between 58 and 73. No aircraft \villbe based there. # I
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Meeting #1521, 19 June 59:
f

P .-
~- .- *’1-

The Chairman reported On the planned establishment of a “scientific panel

to evaluate the over-all adequacy of test detection systems. “ The gnidlines

for this panels study will be drawn up by a Committee composed of

representatives from the DOD, AEC, CIA, theWhite House, and the State

Department. McCone expreseed the AEC’S desire to berepresented on both

the panel and the committee and proposed Harold Brown and Spofford English

as the representatives, with Starbird available for consultation. Starbird

stated that the AEC staffbelieved that Brown should be the representative

and Eng Iish and.Starbirad should be observers, a prpposal wit’h lvhich the

Commissioners agreed.

A ~letter sfrom Lew Allen then of AFSWP to Jane Hall discusses a

LG-
possfble experiment for Willow based on weapon kill following neutron heating. He

sets out briefly some facts which lead him to believe that such a method is feasible

and ought to be addressed with a test, as well as the brief details of a preliminary

tests. He requests LASL comment and questions whether some coordinated effort might

be useful or possible.

A 25 June 59 letter from Senator Anderson, Chairman of the JCAE to Killian
~——

quote from and refer~s to the BerherpanQl andreport andrecomendations and
p\/

asks that “what action is being taken to comply with these recommendations. In i
c.:.~

the event additional appropr~ations by the Congress-5~ required, please inform me

as soon as possible in order that no delay may occur.” This of course stands behind

the recommendations for extensive sismic research.

Note that these folder~/$?ix??ainverbatimms from certain Geneiva meetings as

well as the verbatiums articles and treaties proposed and adopted in draft and final

form at Geneiva.

‘)

I

I



Here is the 25 June 59 mid-year review for LASL in which Bradbury begins by ~—
—— i L

noting that the LASL program faces formidable difficulties in view of the continued

state of international indecision regarding nuclear testing. Nevertheless, it is

neither feasible nor desirable to permit progra&tic decisions at the laboratory

to drift or to be postponed during this situation. Certain decisions must be made

based almost entirely

of the current Geneva

upon human estimates of the probabilities of various outcomes

discussions. . . . At the time of writing this program, it

is believed that the probability of presuming any nuclear testing whatsoever must

be regarded as roughly equal to the probability that it will continue to be

forbidden on either a temporary or permanent basis.” Bradbury notes that the

laboratory must be careful to make its decisions and conduct its prcgrams such that

they can be abruptly modified in either direction as the future course of testing

or no testing becomes apparent. Generally along the lines of testing, he feels

that it is unlikely that the U.S. %-~xi agaxtltesi’In the lower atmosphere under

the same circumstances and at the same rates as in the past and that any resumption

of testing will be either underground or at some extremely hi~h elevation or in

.
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outerspace. He notes the elevated costs and decreased rate of data gathering

in the underground and outerspace regime. Finally, he feels that the “magnitude

and rate of specific progran~tic weapon developments and correspondin~ requirements

upon the lab may therefore be expected to decrease.” His estimates of the gains

that can be made in large, medium and small yield weapo”ns with znd ~.’ithouttesting

are the same as in the past.

He makes some general statements about what the lab is doing and plans to do in

the event that testing is resumed as follows: “With specific reference to the

next 12 to 24 months, we would plan to be able to conduct with minimum but as

adequate diagnostic as the subterranean testing technique permits tests beginning

in spring 1960, however. we do not plan to devote extensive research to the

problem of elaborate physical diagnostics (as differentiated from concern about

methods of hydrodynamic or radio chemical yield) until it is clear that such a

test series will exist and that such research (or its application) will have a

good probability of yielding important and essential diagnostic information.

We hope to

diagnostic

testing of

make extensive use of the capabilities of Sandia with respect to

and yield observations of shots at missile

this type is undertaken, and to seek their

detection and measuring instruments for their package

data. We also propose to continue to fulfill as long

of being able to discuss hypothetical test operations

altitudes in the event that

assistance in preparation of

and in the analysis of the

as necessary the requirements

practically anywhere on the

terres$al globe or in the accessible universe.” Going on to the general situation

of how to keep the people at the lab occupied and gainfully employed, he notes that

“without testing, there may be a definite drift of the more imaginative and

ingenious people away from nuclear weapons work. This i.salready clear in weapon

test activities durin~ the course of tl]epres~’nt moratoriunl. Even hefortl ~his

moratorium there were indications that thoughtful and senior scientific personnel

were concerned with both the technical. and political future of atomic wea[~ons and
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left this field for areas of scientific interests of possibly greater national

productivity and certainly more stable future.” Bradbury feels that it won’t

be too difficult to keep the number of people employed doin~ weapons work but

since the most imaginative and ingenious may be movinc away, some decrease in

the productivity

(roughly 3250 to

constant through

may be expected. As for the overall laboratory employment

3300) he expects and feels that the total lab size should remain

this no testing period and gives some indication of how the

bulk at the laboratory is broken out in terms of dollars. Of the total 60 million

dollar budget, 39 million supports the weapons and much of this is general nuclear

research; Rover receives about 13 1/2 million; nuclear reactor work receives about

3 1/2 million; Sherwood receives about 3 million; and radiobiological research

gets about 1 million. Bradbury makes clear in his discussion of these various

broad programs that the effort in the plasma thermocouple and the Rover and

reactor areas will be substantially increased, with a total increase of 15 to 2@

million dollars in those areas. After discussing how these several programs would

be stepped up with something like 100 people added to those 3 progranis, it is made

clear that the bulk of this increase will come by decreasing the number of people

devoting themselves to the weapons test program and he feels that about 10% of

the current level in the testing program can be diverted over the

with such a diversion starting in about 3 to 6 months if there are

changes in the testing or Geneva or weapons scenes. He makes some

next 12 months

no extraordinary

interesting

statements about future testing activities that I think are significant anti are

If
quoted here in full: The problem of weapon test activities and the maintenance of

some capability in this area is far from simple, and all of the details have not

been worked out. The LASL intends to take a long anticipated step and fore~,o any
~ — —-.

further responsibilities in the area of test series administration. ‘ Although this
/L

has probably been a useful task when series were conducted at Eniwctok nnd above

ground i.nNevada, it no lonEcr appears to be particularly fruitful in the



framework of underground operations in Nevada or at a missile launch site. We

recognize that a resumption of testing (at least with missiles) would require

some sort of a task force, and that we might regret somewhat the absence of a

LOS Alamos role

however, we are

that a suitable

in the scientific administration thereof. At the present time,

inclined to wiew the probability of such testing, the probability

administration can be worked out which will give the scientific

part of the operation what it needs, and the value of additional housing at Los

Alamos as indicating the desirability of such a divorce. A number of the people

directly concerned with the technical support of any test operation h’illcontinue

to be loaned to the Rover operation with the definite intent of keeping this

valuable team together and concerned with test site problems and able to deal

with them. An additional nucleus of personnel will be kept together as long as

they are performing a useful task to participate in discussions of hypothetical
..

test operations and to make sure that arrangemefitsexist and can be reasonably

and rapidly bought to action whereby test operation diagnostic can be carried out.

Much of these actual diagnostics, however, will not be done by IJL5L personnel but

rather by developing a dual capability in contractors, such as EG&G, to assist

in this way in possible future test operations while they are currently occupied

with Rover activities. A final group will be kept active for such time zs is

required to work up the Hardtack results into final form. When this work is

completed, perhaps within 6 to 12 months, these individuals will, of course,

no longer be required in that activity.”

The gross net result of keeping the lab level about constant and making the shifts

noted above is a shift in programs sponsored by DNA to pro[;ram sponsored by the

.

1



7.i It was concurred in by DMA on 18 Klay. Al Graves rclicvcd Don

Shustet-of $andia as head of Task Group 7.1, to perform the residual

. .
“cldtles until an appropriate organization is formed for a new operation.

The assumption of that responsibility is documented in a message from

Al Graves to ALOO on 5 June.

0n~5 June 19,~~&Genera

Shutt, Bradbury, Teller

s2zJ--
&#16 sent a very pertinent memo to Her-

l%km-r-.
and I&mri+. The subject of it was what

ford,

we shou d #&L

be doing and seeking funding for relative to maintaining our test capabil-
. J*
t
‘Ities and carrying out preparations a+ test sites. He stated that overall

there is little chance that surface testing at<Eniwetok.will be resumed

wlthln ~he next year or in the early future thereafter, that there is
.

Ilttle possibility of any high altitude or surface operations in alternate

areas during this period, but th~t there is some probability that under-
-*

ground testing wihl be permitted but it is doubtful that we will get

authority to proceed for several months to come. Along these lines,

St?rboard says he cannot estimate how many months, but he

that anything definite would be decided until the October

around and perhaps not even then. The AEC testing budge+

doubts very much

31 date rolls

that went from

the President to Congress in January carried only 17.5 million dollars for

“full scale tests.” This was the amount that was felt justified on the

basis of cleaning up existing tunnels and placing operations on a maintenance

status. Later this budget was revised upward to 27.5 mil lion for FY 60.
.

This upward revision was based on doing certain preparatory work for

posslblc underground te~ting in Nevada. Starboard stales that this has

not yet been argued before Congress and there is a very good possibili-fy
.

that congrcsz may CU1- 11]1s number somewhat. I{owcvcr, tl)c 27.5 millio~ figure

rcprcscnl’cd aboul the nmximum Ihal L1.lA fell Ilicy could rcq(le~l wilhou”l’

running I’hc d.~ngcr of havll]g a very subzlanl ial cut. S{arbodrd feel> tlIc

27.5 lI\ilttOll Z!IOU[d bC USCd iO keep IIIC ACC “l-CiCJl”fVC[y w{!I1 prcp~rctJ 10
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carry Out underground testing if’ that occurs” and to maintain a little

flexibility by keeping part of the money uncommitted during “
.

months of FY 1960 so that if another form of testing becomes

during that fiscal year, the preparations can be carried out

figure. As for money savings,

a truely maintenance status bu’

materially is the first course

at EPG W

about 19

pertest

rest of

he early

possible

within that

Starboard says that putting the EPG on

without letting the area deteriorate

to take. Even going to a minimum effort

II cost 8 to 9 million dollars of the FY 1960

of this will go th camp

. .

million for NT-S. Part

mated at about .5 mill on and’the largest sing

unds leaving only

and routine sup-

e drain on the

tunnel ing.hese about 11.5 million dollars-will go agains”

AS to how this money would be used, Starboard states “we now have some
.

150 men engaged in tunneling and the estimated cost of their. activities

for the year if th’is scale were maintained would be about 4 million dollars.

Of this four million, approximately I million would be actively reimbursable

from the DOD in connection with work we would do for them in preparation

for the Jericho shot. I intend to maintain a relatively small tunneling

crew in Nevada throughout nmst of the year. I shall ask that the members

be dropped to the order of 100 by July I and perhaps lower thereafter “

dependent on the situation that exists after mid-summer. The 100 man crew,

Incidentally would run us to about 2.7 million dollars. This would (nean

that we would not start work early in the fiscal year on the new 12G

tunne I . We could use our tunneling potential in extending the other

two tunnels and an exploratory work connected with the former firings,

but I would hope the latter was held to a minimum.” Of other activities

that might be carried out In NTS, the more significant inc

a. Complete the Cowboy operation estimated at approximate

b. Complete construction of the granlto hole csllmated at

Aallnrc.

Ude:

y 1 million dollars.

about .8 million
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c. Complete certain engineer ng a“nd miscellaneous work largely connected

“with LASL deep

.5mll lion dol

d. Complete a geo

LASL deep hole

holes and additional Livermore tunneling, estimated at
.

ars.

ogical and hydrological survey of the area around The

site in area 3 I-o insure the adequacy of the sight rom

the stand point of water contamination, est

e. (hmpiete certain other geological surveys d

mated costs at .5 mil ion.

rected toward the fess bility

Of firing without water contamination difficulties in other areas,

estimated at I million dollars, d

f. Complete LRL safefy tunnels already underway.and access
.

of the new Livermore tunnel, estimated-at I yillion dol

9“ Adding all of these up there is another approximately 4
●

this amount uncommitted for any special uses, such-,as f

. In granite, construction of LASL deep holes, initiating

to the port hole

ars.

8 million leaving

ring of the shot

new work on the

Livermore tunnel , added detection shots, or anything else that may come

up In the future.
.

Starboard states t-hat if possible, he Intends to hold these funds in advance

until late in the first haif of the fiscal year when projects can be ordered

as to priority and he can decide which would give us the greatest overall

readiness; he soliclts the comments of the Laboratories on his feeiings and

plans for authorization of work.

Requests made by the Navy through the spring of 59 and forwarded to the—. ....>—— .
Tv

Chief of Naval personnel on.25 June 59_tried to justify a request for 815 enlisted

personnel in FY-60 assigned to Navy Task Group 7.3.
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29.?Un. 59 letter from !jtarbird to York (DDR&E) thru MLC on high altitude

effort. Notes joint discussions began in April. Summarizes AEC’S

studies and interests in this area. Says labs can spare no more F4
than their fairly modest effort as provided at the moment (despite

their considerable interest).

29 June 1959, J-6 Report: As for Pacific activities it is noted
~—

that planning and design for the LCU/LSD system of firing for openseas

tests has been firmly selected as the way to go and study of alternate

. B~

methods by Fl&N has been cancel led. For NTS, no authorization has been

received yet for drilling of the 1100-foot holes in area 3.
Investigation

of tunnelx or deep holez sites in the”LRL area i2 has been cancel led.

AEC has authorized procurement of 20,000 feet of 1/2 inch coax cable

for LASL balloon shots. The draft report

concerning the firing of shots underground has

been completed by the USGS and indicates the feasibility of firing

such shots.

pa~all~l with those negotiations mentioned a~ove, the Secretary of the

-casury by letter of 30 Jur,e 1959, requested the Sccrctary of Defense—. - — ..—-.. .c
make Sand Island available to the United St~~cs Coast Guard for use

a Loran A and C station site. “The Sccrctary of Defense bylctter of &%B

IDcccmbcr 1959 grfintcd permis~ion for the iilstallatiol~ ai the Loran

ation on Sand island Iviththe provision that it operate on a non-intcrfcrencc

sis with tllcproposed PJil<e-Zeus progranl. As the Loran StaLion satisficci
.

quircmcnts in support of military Operatiol]c IIn.d(?z- t!h,y q--~r2~~w=~ >l. {hn.-:+y- —----- - - .

the Comma:lclcr in Chief, Pacific, .aul]~ority to shut down ‘.v.as vcslca” in

m. On 30 October 1961 the U.S. Coast Guard rclinquis!~cd its permit

occupy a l)ortion of Jolzl~sLon Island.

coral-fill conctructioll pro,qr.am ~v.a~ complctccl in June 1960 ~,~d

)pro.xima~ely 25 .~clfliliun.al ac~c:j \vcre adclcd to tllc islanc].



ST
Several mess~es ~ late J~e and early July of 59 frum several agencies to

—--

ml of Livennore refer to a message #BYX-59-99 dated 26 June kfiich set forth Fq

a Livenuom description of prqosed forthcoming tests at the NTS. It is not cleex

fzmm the messages in reply what the plans are but each of the sgenc ies from what tiiey

can gather csn see no signific~t hazard to their personnel or installations at the

N’lSas the test have been outlined.


